


HERE'S HOW THE A 15 IS REVOUmONlZlNG
HORlZON1AL HIGH-SPEED GEAR ROBBING:

if More productivity. For workpieces
2.5 module ( 10 pitch) or finer, with o.D.s of
lOOmm or less, nothing can beat the A 1.5for
productivity. Hob spindle speeds to 4000 RPM,
and an integrated gantry-type load/unload system
make this the fastest, most productive horizontal

_ gear hobber in irs class.
if More accuracy. An automatic alignment

feature helps deliver unprecedented accuracies
for finishing pre-bobbed workpieees,

I!1Easier to own and. 'Operate. OE FANUC
1,6CNC oontrol makes theA 15 easier to
operate; small, compact footprint with machine-
mounted eJectricslbydraulics makes the A [5 an
easy fit in even job shop environments.

IiiBest of all, it's a Pfauter, It's built by the Pfauter Group,
the world leader in hobbing-cand hob-technology.
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IIlalr ou' ~rll 4'mO...,C-Ioolr_e_

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park,IL61132-269B U.S.A .

Phone: 815-282-3000
Telelax: 815·282-3075
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Gear down your process
control costs
Aff.nI!ab,le, alnalysis

The new PC-based QC 1000 gear inspection system performs fast"
repeacable and highty accurate index, lead and profile rests on internal
and external spur and helical gears and splines. And it does all [his so
economically mat even a small shop new can replace several manual gear
checkers with a powerful, easy-to-use CNC gear inspection system.

'--11 14·__~i wallu'e
Unlike some competitcrs' 3-axis systems, the

QC WOO offers rica] value with full4-axis CNC
cap.ahililry mat handles work pieces up, to 15" long
and 9" in diameter.

1- - alllil InlOre II.W
Phone 5B/859-8273 or Fax 5,13/859-4452.

And find. out how easily you can reduce your gear

manufacturing costs.
-, M&M PRECISIaN

SYSTEMS ,~atiolJ

AN ACME-Ct£VEt.AND COMPANY
01 RCIWE 11·3: on REAO,ER SERVICE CARD
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Without Coolant!

Uebherr, SaJine, MI.

8IMTS,'94

Lean. The Liebherr LC 82 CNC 5-axis gear
hobbing machine is the pinnacle of hobbing
technology, yet is designed for optimum reliabil-
ity and maintainability. And it requires only 4.6
m. sq. (66 sq. ft.) of floorspace.

The future of gear
hobbing is here. Call
us today at (313) 429-
7225 to find out how
the LC 82 can speed
your gear-making and
save cost.

Fast. A new concept from the base up, the
Liebherr LC 82 CNC high-speed gear hobbing
machine cuts machining times 50% or more
because it is designed to fully utilize carbide and
cermet hobs. Idle time chip-to-chip is also
reduced 50% or more.

Clean, High-speed
cutting with advanced
cutting too] materials
eliminates the need for
coolant, making the
LC 82 environmentally
clean,

LiebllerT I.C82: HSC CNC
Gear Hobbillg Mac1line
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turkey (16r'ke) n. l.A gear
company that doesn't reinvest in
state-of-the-art gear
machines and the latest
inspection equipment, doe
you in their facility, and doesn't fiave an
ongoing training program to upgrade their
people. 2. A gear company that. doe n't belongto.,
the American Gear Manufacturer As ociation to
keep abreast of the newest gear standards for manufac- -
turing, testing and design, or doesn't use design software
for gear evaluation. J. A gearcompany that doesn't adhere
trictly to what's on the print and doe n't offer new tech-

nology ucb as crown hobbing for noise reduction or carbide
bobbing as a cost- aving alternative for gear grinding.
4 ..A gear company that can't inspect what it produces and
show you how the gear errors affect your noise and quality.

Forest ICity Gear
1171~ ~lail1 S~:reei• p~O. .Box 80

nOSCOt, Illinois 61073~0080
81~~623~.2168• Fax 815-623~6620

'Ml!mblrOlliIM_Do.--- FOREST CITY IGEAR

Fores, at,Gear - A gear company ,hal does all ,'hose things ,hal turi,eys Idon"l1
'Will your gear company belpyo" to he be"'er IhlllJl "ou1,compelit,ors?
ro" ,can ,6e' Sllre' ~ores'aty IG'earwiU!
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A Winning Strategy In
Gearing Technology.

elMTS94
Four leaders in gear manufacturing technology
have combined technical experience to provide gear
makers an unparalleled resource for creating world
class gear production capability.

W,e call it Sigma Pool. And the combined product
r:a.ngeincludes bevel gear cutting and grinding
machines, gear hobbing and shaping machines,
parallel axis grinding machines, gear measuring

CHlCAOO. BEPTE_A 7·' 5. ,_

BOioth 1695/3
centers, and hob sharpening machines, as wen as
gear cutting tools, Plus automation of work han-
dling, and even complete plant installations,

The result is a winning strategy for making gears
of virtually any type to the highest quality levels, in
shorter cycles, and at lowest practical per-piece cost.
Contact Liebherr, 1465 Woodland Drive, Saline, MI,
313.429.7225.

ILieblhl,erlr
Lorelnz

SIGMA i· PO'O'L
'---I
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n little more than ten years ago this month,
the first Gear Technology came off the
(me e. It was a fledgling effort in every

respect Tile gear industry had never had a
maga_zine of its very own before ..Those of 1.1

involved in irs production were like first-time
parents; we were proud and excited, but unsure
of what we'd lei ourselves in for. None of u
knew if this baby could really fly.

But. it could, and with the help of you, our
loyal readers and advertisers. i,tdid.

Now, as we enter our second decade. we
have more than n,ooo readers in 65 countries
and a strong core of regular advertisers. We've
made a lot of changes-we like to think
they're improvements-since 1984, but we
have never lost sight of our primary goal,
which has been to be the central information
resource for our readers. We have tried to
report on both basics and cutting-edge issues
in all aspects of the gear field, [0 address your
que lions and concerns and to keep you
abreast of what i happening in our industry.
That will continue to be OUI goal

However. we do face this anniversary with
a certain ambivalence. Our July/August 1994
issue was the last one 1.0 appear with the name
of Peg Short on the masthead .. In . ome
respects, Peg has been Gem' Technology from
the very beginning. In the early days, when
our office coni ted of one desk, it was Peg's.
She did everything: wrote and edited copy.
sold ads, negotiated with suppliers and
authors, laid out the pages and answered the
phones. As we grew, it was Peg's clear editor-
ial eye that made sure our i's were dotted, our
r's crossed and our editorial focus sharp ..Now
Peg has moved on to other editorial responsi-
bilit ies at another publishing company.
Thanks. Peg. We'll miss you.

The man who will guide Gear Technolo-
gy's editorial and advertising in the coming
years is Jim Spalding .. Jim has covered the

machine tool industry for 25 years. In addition
to this editorial background, he brings a
wealth of marketing and advertising experi-
ence to Gear Technology and at new perspec-
tive 10 our organization. Stop by and meet Jim
at our Gear Technology booth (No. N2-7l93)
at ]MTS '94 in September. He'd like your
input on how GeQ!' Technology can help you
do your job better.

New faces and a new decade demand
changes. We want to' be able to provide you
with far more than just "the
same old stuff." We will be
growing and changing
along with you and the
industry. But underlying the
changes of the coming
years will be our continuing
commitment to being your
information resource for the
gear industry. The package
may change, but. the con-
tent, vital information 1.0'

help you do your job more
effectively, economically
and successfully, will re-
main the same.

It's been an exciting len
years for us. We've learned
a lot, had alot of fun and
made a lot of good
friends-thanks to you.
Now we invite you to come along as we begin
the next phase of our journey.

Michael Goldstein.
Editor-in-Ch ief

SE'PTEM'BERIOCTOBER Ig·g·~ 9



Q)ur reputation speaks for it5elf. When it
comes to world class leadership in thermal
technology, Abar Ipsen is red hot. Just look
at the facts:

Abar Ipsen is:
Innovative - always fm to introduce f4tad,.:
ing technology, such utPte flrstva~
furnaces with 6-bar ~ qtiend:f:
ing and convection-assisted hating in thf
United States.
Versatile - the most compnthensive line of
vacuum and atmosphere furnace systems In
the industry.
Reliable - home of the largest field serva
and aftermarket services team dedicated
to maintaining, upgrading and DrCIteC:ttn4f1:
your equipment investment.
Dynamic - consistentJy rM.~
tomers' growing ~ for effi."&:a
reliable, cost-effective~ prQe.eistN~~
equipment.

Innovative ... Versatile .• ~ •••UYrnHRlCi~
Four of the many reasons why Abar
is your choke in thermal proaKSing ~"'IIP:;:'",
ment. That's why our customers Keep _~mf!~
ing to us, leaving our competition in the
After all, when you're ho( you're batt



• • •In precision gear
shaping.
Fellows advanced
Hydrostro:ke® esc
machines equipped
with F,eUows
preelslon cutters
pr,ovide the wlnni:ng
solution to those
tough gear
producfton problema ..

!f•

Equipped with Fellows quality
cutters, the Fellows Hydrostro'ke
CNC gear shapers consistently
outperform other machines
to produce ,gears to the
highest standards.

This F,ellows win-win team
guarantees:
o Highest Quality Gears
o Faster Cycl~es

iO More Reliability
o Lower Production Costs

Contact Fellows today-
11-800-347-8222.
Next century's gear
technology is only one
free phone call away.

CHICAGO. SEPTEMBEA7-15. 1994.

ON THE CUIJTING EDGE Of GEA!R TECHNOLOGY S'IINCE 1896,
IFELtOWS CORPOAATI:ON
PRECISION DRIVE, P.O. BOX 20011
SPRINGFIELD, VT 051'56·2001 USA
TEL: 802-88&8333, FAX: 802'886-2700
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GEAR TECHNOLO',GY ADVERTISERS

RODUCT
AT I T5
THE LATEST IN GEAR MANUFACTURING

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY WILL BE ON

DISPLAY AT IMTS-THEMANUFACTURING

MACHINERY INDUSTRY'S MOST IMPORTANT

MARKETPLACE-FROM SEPT .. 7 TO SEPT. 15

AT CHICAGO'S MCCORMICK PLACE.. 'OUR

ADVERTISERS WILL BE DISPLAYING ADVANCES

IN HOBBING, GRINDING, SHAPING, BROACH-

lNG, LUBRICATING AND OTHER IMPORTANT

GEAR MANUFACTURING PROCESSES .



AmericanPfauter Limited Partnership GMt Independence. OH (Booth Nt-

of Loves Park. IL (Booth E3-4700) will fea- 5228) will display the GFB-250/CNC-5 five-

ture the PE 150C hobbing rnachinev the axis hard gear finishing machine. with new

PSA300 shaping machine, the PHS254 hob features to satisfy the requirements of gear

sharpener. the Pfauter Mikron AJ5 gear hob- manufacturers for super-fine surface finishes

bing machine. the CTX twin spindle machine, on gears.

the GM 16AC automatic lathe. tile Gl.D20

sliding head automatic. the GAC65. the Hess- lnductoheat Inc .• Madison Heights, 1\1]

app DVH25 vertical turning machine. the (Booth N2-6455) will feature an interactive,

Kapp VAC61and 'GAS5J grinding machines. multimedia display system showcasing a wide

along with Pfauter-Maag cutting tools. variety of our induction heating capabilities,

including standard and custom equipment and

Bourn &: Koch Machine Tool Co., Rock- power supplies for heat treating, hardening,

ford, H, (Booth El-2003) will feature the tempering, brazing. annealing and more. Our

CBN gear grinder. a remanufactured Cincin- flexible, self-contained statiscan for vertically

nati 12C slam bed lathe with aNUM CNC scan-hardening a wide variety of parts will

Plus control and a multitude of other rnanufac- also be on display.

turing solutions.

Kanzaki Kokyukoki Manufacturing

Fellows Corporation, Sprtngfteld, VT Company, Ltd., Amagaskl, Hyogo,. Japan

(Booth N2·7182). Fellows Corporation, J&L (Booth N 1-5128) will display the GFB-

Metrology and Bryant Grinder Corporation 250/CNC-5 five-axis hard gear finishing

are featuring advanced technology at the VT machine, with new features to satisfy the

USA booth. Stop by our booth for the latest requirements of gear manufacturers for super-

gear shaping machinery. gear cutting tools and fine surface finishes on gears.

CNC optical comparators withinternal edge

sensing. See the new Bryant. Ultraline UL2 Liebherr, Saline, MI (Buoth N2-69'53)

high-speed precision bore grinder. will feature the revolutionary LC82 CNC gear

hobbing machine from Liebherr, designed for

Fette Tool Systems Inc. Brookfi:eld, WI dry cutting at high speeds. Also all. display

(Booth N2·6S0J) will feature Fette cobalt will be a Klingelnberg gear inspection station,

roughing and finishing end mills for end and a Lorenz gear shaper .. an l.S 154 CNC and

center Culling, profiling and pocket milling. Oerlikon equipment

Also. they will have carbide indexable tools.

including Univex and Twincut developments, Mitsubishi Machine Tool USA Inc.,

heavy duty roughing and finishing hobs, hobs Itasca. IL (Booth E3·4299) will be introduc-

with interchangeable segments and thread ing their new CNC gear grinding machine. It

rolling axial, radial and tangential heads for useseither CBN 01' vitrified wheel technology

faster output than thread cutting. along with optional dressing capability. Also,

SE PTBABE Rloe TOB ER I U' 13,
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they will display their new GC20 CNC gear facilitate factory automation, Schunk tandem

hobber with state-of-the-art automation and centric clamping blocks for precision work-

carbide cutting. holding in lathes and machining centers and

Schmalz vacuum components,

Normae, Inc., Arden, NC (Booth N2-

7181) will feature the new CBN2T grinding Sunnen Products Company" St. Louis,

wheel profiling center for gear grinding and MO (Booth N2-7347) is introducing the new

other form grinding applications and the For- high-performance EC-3500 honing machine.

master CNC grinding wheel prof'iler for which hones most parts twice as fast as previ-

machine retrofit applications. ous machines. Also at the booth will be the

CGM-5000 Krossgrinding® System, the HL-

Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools, Loves 1500 wide range tube hone, the MBC-1805

Park, IL (Booth E3-4700) will display its power stroked hone, the MBB-1660 honing

line of bobs (including the Wafer Hob and machine, the CV-616 vertical honing machine,

Opti-Gash Hob), shape!" cutters (including the the DMS3 multi-spindle, single stroke hone,

Wafer Shaper Cutter), milling cutters and plus a full range of tooling, abrasives, honing

shaving cutters. fluids, superfinishing and gaging equipment.

Reishauer Corporation, Elgin, IL (Booth Ty Miles Inc., Westchester, IL (Booth

N2-7168) will feature the newest concept N2-7383) will feature a new user-friendly

available in production grinding. Reishauer's pull-up broaching system for broaching inter-

continuous shift process used all the RZ362A nal gear configurations-machine features

guarantees high process stability, reduced idle influenced by feedback from world class gear

times, very low perishable tool costs, quick broach users include guaranteed fast and easy

setups and super-fast gr:inding times. The broach and fixture changeovers, no steps, plat-

RZ362A material handling system will be pro- forms or pits required, available broach force

vided by ASEA Robots. monitoring and SPC capability,

Sala & BLM Ccrporatlen, Elk. Grove WMW Machinery Company, Inc., West

Village, IL (Booth N2·6782) will feature eNC Nyack, NY (Booth E3·4298). NILES Berlin,

tube bending and endforming equipment; tube exclusively represented by WMW Machinery

loading, sawing and deburring systems; circu- Company, Inc" will exhibit the new Profile

lar saws for solid steel and tubing; and high- gear grinder, Its two independent CNC-con-

speed saws for aluminum and plastic. trolled grinding wheel slides, menu-driven

CNC control and integrated software guaran-

Schunk Intec, Inc., Raleigh, NC (Booth N2· tee highest productivity. For additional infor-

6329) will feature Schunk precision hydraulic marion, please visit WMW Booth E3-4298 .•

chucks & arbors with a TIR of less than

,000]2" or 3 urn, Schunk gripping systems to
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Part I
New Innovations in
Hobbing

IRobert :PhillilPs
!Pfaut1er-!Maag Cuttingl Too'I'8, LP.

Loves Park.I.L

Prior to the introduction of titanium nitride to
the cutting tool industry in the early [9805, there
was very little progress in the general applica-
tion of bobbing in the gear cutting industry. The
productivity gains realized with this new type of
coating initiated a very active time of advance-
mentin the gear manufacturing process.

The purpose of this article is to give the
reader a general understanding of some of the
latest technology in hob design as well as its
application. This is not to say that the article is
meant to be all-inclusive, There are sure to be
recent advancements and ideas in development
that are not covered.

Any company that wishes to take full
advantage of the latest advancements should
contact its hob manufacturer to obtain the nec-
essary help and direction for each application.

One of the biggest driving factors in the
development of new processing for gears has
been the promotion in this industry of continu-
al improvement. In virtually all levels of
design and manufacturing today, the philoso-
phy of continual. improvement has led to some
rathSlrabstract solutions to specific. problems.
The first thing that must be agreed on is the
elimination of .any boundaries tha: may have
been established in prior years ..

To help organize the subject matter in this
article, a number of key topics have been iden-

Fig..1 l-Thread, 10 Gashes I -Thread. 20 Gashes
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tified. Each area will be covered in detail. The
topicsinclude

• Analytical EvaluatiQn
• Materials
• New Tool Configurations
• Coatings
• Accuracy Improvements

• Dry Hobbing
We should begin by discussing the effects

of changing individual features of a hob's
design .. Greater detail will be offered later in
this article; .it.is only noted at this time to help
explain the logic that helped set the direction
of some changes and improvement.

Changing Indivldual Features of Robs
The first area to explore is the effect of the

number of gashes in the hob .. Fig. 1 demon-
stratesthat by changing the number of gashes
from 10 to 20, the number of cutting edges
producing the form doubles. This in turn
reduces the chip load, thus increasing the tool
life .. It also improves the form accuracy by
reducing the height. of the generating flats ..

Another approach is to increase the feed and
keep the load constant. Increasing the feed
reduces the machining cost.

The next. variable to consider is the number
of threads in the hob. In some respects, this
can be compared to changing the number of
gashes. The equivalent number of gashes can
be thought of as the number of gashes divided
by the number of threads. Forexample, Fig. 2
shows the effect of changing from a one-
thread hob to a three-thread hob. keeping all
other variables the same. Although four-gash
hobs are uncommon, the effect isvery simi-
lar..Both the chip load and. qaaliryareaffect-
ed as before.



One final area to examine in relation to the
generating process is the effect of the number
of teeth in the part. While this is not necessarily
an item that is controlled by the hob design, it is
important to see [the resulting effect and deter-
mine what one might do to offset that effect. In
Fig. 3, it is easy to seethe impact on chip load,
form generation and generating flats when
comparing a tooth generated on a lO-tooth part
with one generated on a 50-tooth part. Notice
specifically the difference in the fillet produced
and the amount of "sweeping" or generating
that takes place on the lO-tooth part.

The gear manufacturer must realize that
the objective in successfully applying the fol-
lowing concepts is to reduce the total. manu-
facturing cost of the gear being evaluated.
Shown in Fig. 4, the total manufacturing cost
is the summation of the tool cost and the
machining cost. To simply concentrate on
only one of these factors may result in settling
for a cost figure that does not represent the
optimum machining rate. As you will see in
some of the examples to follow, there are
cases where it might be wise to sacrifice tool
life to achieve greater gains in reducing the
machining cost.

Ana~yt.ical Eva.uation
While there have been many ways to evalu-

ate the performance of an existing application
or to predict the results of a new one, one of
the systems being used more and more is the
comparison of lineal inches cut per hob tooth ..
With this system, when one knows the hob
parameters and part specifications and utilizes
life factors that have been developed historical-
ly, it is possible to estimate tool life with a cer-
tain degree of accuracy.

The first step is to calculate the number of
usable teeth in the hob ..To do this, it is neces-
sary to determine the usable length of the hob
with the following formula:

Usable Length = HL - HB - NCP - .RZ- GZl2
where:

HL = Hob Length
HB '" Hub Length (total of both sides)

NCP = Normal Circular Pitch
PA = Pressure Angle
RZ = Roughing Zone

= ~(part o.d. - part wd) • part wd
GZ = 'Generating Zone

= (2 • part addendum)ftan PA

Fig. 1 1-Thread, 10 Gashes 3-Threads, 10 Gashes

l-Thread, 1.0Gashes,
IO Teeth

3-Threads, 10 Gashes,
50 Teeth

Optimum Machine Rate

, Most Economical
Machining Rate

--~1--'--'---Total
Manufacturing
Cost-'"o

U Machining Cost

Tool Cost

F.ig ..4

Usable number of teeth = (Usable
length/NCP) • number of gashes

Once the usable number of teeth has been
calculated, the information shown below can
be used to determine the total number of lineal
inches (or number of parts) that can be cut per
sharpening.
Life Factors at recommended speeds in soft steel

• Uncoated tool-80 lineal inches/tooth
• TiN-coated tool-125 lineal inches/tooth
• Disposable hob-250 lineal inches/tooth
The following example demonstrates how

this system can be used:
Hob: 3.'OOOD 8.00 length 12 gashes

10 NOP .31.4157 NCP .125 hubs
Part: 4'0 teeth 4.2 OD Spur

.225 WD .100 ADD .75 Face
Usable length = 8.0 - .25 - .314 - .946 - .275

= 6.215"
Usable number of teeth = (6.2151.314) .• 12

= 238 teeth

Robert PhiUips
is Yice-President of

Engineering with
Pfauter-Maag Cutting
Tools. He is Ihe author of
macy articles and papers
011 gear CUlling subjects.
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Table I-Disposition of l1owances, Clearances & Tolerances

ROB DATA 'co V[NTW AI.. Dr POSABLE
Diameter 3.5 2.0
Length 7.5 7.5
Number of Thread. 4 3
Class A A
Material CPMM53 CPM REX76
Coaling TiN TiN

CYCLE DATA
Feed Rate 0.090 0.06
Feed Scallop Depth 0.0002 0.0002

UltinllSFM 300 400
CuningRPM 327 70j
Floor-to-Floor Time (rnin.) 0.38 0.25

Fig...5

Periphery Weal'

Micro- Chipping Chipping Chipping First Catastro-
chipping Caused of of Peel- phic

by Shear Complete Complete back failure
Stress Tool Tip Tool Tip

Fig. 6,

For a TiN-coaled tool (125 lineal
inches/tooth):

Life/Sharpening = 29,750 lineal inches
= 990 parts

Knowing the usable length of this hob is 6.215",
it is possible to calculate the shift per piece.

6.215"/990 parts = .OO63"/part
The goal of any of the proposed changes is

to reduce the total cost of manufacturing the
gear. One area that has been investigated
recently is the effect of the outside diameter of
the hob being used. In order to keep the cost of
the tool low and reduce the approach and over-
run dimensions the designer tries LO keep the
diameter of the hob as small as possible. The
small diameter al 0 allows the hobbing
machine to run at higher hob rprns while keep-
ing the surface footage constant. Because of
the timed relationship between the hob and the
part, it should be obvious that the higher the
rpm of the hob, timefaster the gear will be pro-
duced. In some cases, as shown in Table I. the
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use of premium steels, justified by lower mate-
rial requirements, can also lead to gains in
peed with the higher sfm.

Historically, a trade-off always has been
required when determining the best possible
diameter of the hob. While there are certain
advantages to reducing the diameter, the main
disadvantage is the reduction in number of
sharpenings if the number of gashes is held
constant. More recently, however, there has
been a new approach to this design compro-
mise. Normally an optimum diameter exists
that may be considerably different from those
suggested in the past. This will be discussed in
greater detail later.

The field of wear analysis may have been
somewhat mi understood in the past, All too
often. a wear problem is nOInoticed until cata-
strophic faikire has taken place. Wnthese ca es,
it is quite possiblethat the primary mode of
failure is no longer recognizable. To establish
some common ground. please refer to Fig. 5,
which shows the different types of wear.

Earlier evaluation of the besl solution to a
specific wear problem may have been. in some
cases, exactly opposite of what was correct
For example, the usual correction for arrexces-
sive flank-wear problem is to upgrade the sub-
srrate steel toa premium grade with increased
wear resistance. With today's methods of eval-
uation, we attempt to review the wear perfor-
mance as it progresses, leading up to the final
failure. When this is done and the tool is inves-
tigated under a microscope, we may find that,
in fact. the primary mode of failure is prema-
ture edge chipping. In that case, the solution
may be a steel that has tougher characteri tic .
This method of evaluation may seem to be
quite time-consuming. but if the manufacturer
is able to determine the best material for a
given application, the time is well spent. In
Fig. 6, the progression of this type of wear is
shown. Here you can see the wear lake the fol-
lowing sequence:

• microchipping
• face chipping caused by shear stress
• chipping of complete tooth tip
• first evidence of peel-back
• catastrophic failure.

New Tool Configurations
The sulutions of tcday'sproblems of Ien

take a direction or configuration thai we would



not. have considered before because of self-
imposed boundaries or limits. These limits
must not be allowed to interfere with the
thought process required to reach acceptable
solutions to these new application challenges ..

There is a definite compromise in the
de ign of hobs when considering the diameter
and the number of gashes versus the number
of sharpenings available. In the past, the
emphasis has been on achieving the maximum
number of sharpenings because this reduced
the too] cost per piece. More recently, it has
become apparent that when considering the
total cost 10 maintain a hob, a better solution
might be to have a tool that is either smaller in
diameter or the same diameter with more
gashes. While this reduces the number of
sharpenings, it also reduces the cost to main-
raineach hob.

Fig, 7 shows a comparison of the same hob
with the only difference being the number of
gashes. ]n this case the design changes from
14 gashes to 24. Because of this, the amount
of life also changes from .365" to .132" ..Now
considering the explanation of the advantages
in increasing the number of gashes given earli-
er, it should be dear that there is certainly an
optimumnumber of gashes for a given appli-
calion. This optimumcao change depending
on the manufacturer's goal. For example, if
the goal is simply to improve the life of the
tool, the feed would be kept constant, thus
reducing the chip load with the higher number
of gashes and in tum. reducing the amount of
wear for a given :nurnber of lineal inches cut.
Within the e limit , it is possible to calculate
the total cost for each number of gashes ami
arrive at the lowest or "optimum" cost Table
2 is a spreadsheet that has been developed to
make this evaluation quite simple. While the
equation. forthis preadsheet are Dot given
here.they are available upon request.

Now consider the same application with
the goal changed to increasedproductivity.
This will be accomplished by increasing the
feed relative to the increase in number of
gashes. By drawi.ng on the information
regarding the reduced chip thickness with the
higher number of gashes. an argument can be
developed that jt should be possible to
increase the feed of a hob with the higher
number of ga hes to a point where the chip

Fig. 7

Tahle ~Hob Produdive Performance Analysis--Constant. Feed

·F.XAMl'l.~:: Determine tool COSI and machining COSI per pan for possible design . assum inS the hob
is run at the same feed and speed as the conventional hob. The increase in the number of gashes is used
10 reduce chip load, .hereby allowing the hob 10 CUI more ILneal Lnches For the same amolln! of weill.

N MBER OF (;ASHES r 14 I :16 I :18 3220 lS22 24 26

71.4% 85.7%
0.112

,
0.090

65.61: 72.4%
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Tahl'e 3-Hob Productive Performance Analysis-]nc,reasing Feed

EXAMPLE: Determine 1001 cost and machining cost per part for possible designs. assuming .he hob
is run at a feed rare increased by the percent increase in number of gashes. The lineal inches cui per
hob tooth will remain constant The chip load factor will also remain constant. The reed rate remains
COllsmol ,after the scallop height reaches 0.0005

NUMBER OF GASHES 14 I 16 : 18, 20 22 24 26, 28 32 35

I!!.creusei"fgashes 0.0% 114.3% 28.6% 42.9% 57.1% 171.4% 85.7% 100.0% 128.6% 150.0%
Ilsable toolIength 0.326 0.259 0.208 0. .169 0.138 0. .112 0.090 0.074 0.045 0.031
Decrease in I.nglh 0.0% 20.6% 36.2% 48.2% 57.7% 65.6% 72.4% 77.3% 86.2% 90.5%
II of hob sharpenings 32 25 20 16 13 II 9 7 4 3
~ofhobuses 33 ~ 26 • 21 • 17 14 12 to 8 I 5 •

lin. inch cut per tooth 82.7 82.7 82.7 ~,2H·7 ~21'07+ ~~ :; 82.7 I 82.,.4
.
2
7 8

8
2
1
'27

lofll.<llbl.,eelh 325 371 417 ...,.. .s 649
U"."tincbihob Ix I000) 886 798 725 652 591 1 552 499 430 307 269
Lineal inches per part 1 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 1 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.8
" of parts cut per bob 42570 38331 34830 31329 28)80 26537 23951 20640 14743 12900
.Hofp,_rTS per hob use 1290 1474 165911843 2021 221 I 23% 2580 2949 3225
Hab price I $600 'J600 $600 ~ 5600 f S600 $boo $600 $600 S600
Snarpen& recoar cosrs !SI6001 $1250 $1000 1 $800 S6S0 $550 $450 $350 $200 SI50
Co.llo buy, mainl,," hob $22001 $1850 $1600 $1400 1i1250 $1150 51050 $950 $800 $7511
rool cost/pun $0.052 $0.048 SO.046 $0.045 $0.044 [I$0.043 $0.044 $0.046 $0.054 SO.058
Toolcos1/lin. inch $0.0021 $0.002 SO.002 SO.002. s..o.002 SO.002 $0.002 $0.002 $0.003 SO.003
Hob RPM 360.1 I 360.1 360.1 360.1 360.1 360.1 360.1 360.1 360.1 360.1
Axio!f eedrote{lPR) 0.100 0.114 0..129 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143
Chip load faclor --.Of86~0286 .0286 .0286 .0260 .0238 .0220 .0204 .0179 .0163
Sallopdepth aIO.D. .00079 JXllO.3 .00131 .00161 .00161 .00161 .00161 .00161 .00161 .00161
Scallop depth on Ilank .00027 .00035 .00045 .00055 ,00055 .00055! .00055 .00055 JlOO55 .00055
Cuningcycle(mi.nul""} 0.24 0.2'1 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.1710.1'1
Load & unload (minetes) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 I 0.10
Flcor-to-flooruninut •• ) 0.34 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.21 0.27 0.27 0.21
Toto! up-time (or) 56.4 51.5 4,7,b 443 44.5 44.5 443 44.5 44.5 44.S
'pa_nsperhob·use 1290 1474 165918.43 2027 221 I 2396 2580 2949 3225
lofhobchongos g 7 6 5 5 5 4 4 3 3
Hob change lime (minute.) 25 25 25 25 25 2S 25 25 25 2S
TOOif down·lime (nt) 3.3 2.9 2.5 2.1 2.1 2. .1 1.7 1.7 J.3 .1.3
Total production hours 59.8 54.6 50.1 46.6 46.6 46.6 46.2 46.2 45.8 45.8
Total production costs $1494

1

$1360 $1253 $1165 $1.165 $1165 $1154 $1154 $1144 $1144
M:u;hiningcosi/part $0.149,$0.136 $0.125 SO.1.16 SO.116 SO.1l6 SIll IS SO.115 $O.1l4 $0,114
Tool co.t1part $0.05 $0.05 $0.05 $0.04 $0.04 I $0.04 $0.04 I $0.05 SO.OS SO.06
Mw:hiningCOSl/par1 $0.15 $0,.141$0.13 SO.12 SO.12 $0.12 $0 . .12 $0.12 SO.II SO.I .I
TOialcostperpMl $0.20 SO.l8 SO.1? $0.16 $0.16 $O'.l6, $0 . .16 $0.16 SO.17 SO.17

in the evaluation. which then gives the best-fit
solation for the given criteria.

Another item that must be taken into con-
sideration is the ability of the end user to
sharpen the new tool. If there are limitations on
the number of gashes set by index plate avail-
ability on the sharpener, the final result may
have to be compromised slightly.

Many times the factors that will reduce the
machining cost win actually increase the tool
cost In many cases the ratio of machine cost to
tool cost may be as high as 20 to L. In these
cases the reduction of machining cost by
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increasing the feeds and speeds, for example,
wiU more than offset the possible increase in
tool cost because of accelerated wear.

To continue this concept to the next level,
consider the possibility of either reducing the
diameter of the hob or increasing the number
of gashes to a point thaI there is no sharpenable
life in the tooL This is, in fact, a disposable
hob that is not intended to be sharpened ..While
each method of obtaining a non-sharpenable
tool (reducing diameter, increasing gashes) has
its benefits, the method that has been most suc-
cessful recently is the diameter reduction
method. A sketch of a typical. disposable hob is
shown in Fig. 8. The diameter in this case has
been reduced to the point where there is no
longer any room for a bore, so a quick-change
shank design was developed,

Disposable hobsoffer the following quality
benefits:

• Unifonn part size
• Less accuracy variation
• No arbor maouteffects on accuracy
• Reduced cutting forces due to low feed,

high rpm cutting
• Improved productivity without the need
for a higher number of threads.

They also offerlhe followingprocess benefits:
• .Productivitygain due to smaI.I-dimneter tool
• Quick-change too]

• No tool resharpening
• Tool is coated on all surfaces at all limes
• No arbor maintenance
• Too] stays on machine longer
• Reduced tool inventory
• Reduced 1001 damage at changeover.
The success of this type of tool. is depen-

dent, of course, on its proper application and
the full utilization of its benefits. In order to do
Ibis. the hobbing machine must be capable of
bob speeds in the range of 21000 rpms for high-
speed steel hobs. This approach is one of the
latest examples of application optimization
through joint efforts of machine builders and
tool manufacturers ..•

Editor's note: Part II of this article. which will
cover accuracy improvement, materials, coatings
and dry hobbing, will appeal" in the next issue.

Acknowledgemelltt: This article was first pre-
sented at the SME Gear Processing and
ManuJacruring Ciinic, Aprili994, indianapolis, iN,
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A Comparison of ISO
4156/ANSI B92.2M,-,1980

With Older
Imperial Standards

J'ohn Finney
Spline Gauges Limited

,(Division ,of IM&IM Pr,ec,ision Systems, Dayto,n. OHI)I
Picca,dliUy KilngsburyWarwickshire

England

The purpose of this article is to discuss ISO
4156/ANSI B92.2M-.1980 and to compare it
with other, older tandards till in use .. In our
experience designing and manufacturing spline
gauges and other spline measuring or holding
devices for spHned component manufacturer
throughout the wcrid, we are constantly sur-
prised that so many standards have been pro-
ducedcovering whai is quite a small ubject.
Many of the standards aeemternational tan-
dards; others are company standards, which are
usually based on international standards ..
Almost all have simileritiesi jhat is, they all.
deal with splines that have involute flanks of
30°,37..50 or 45° pressure angle and are for the
most part flank-fitting or occasionally major-
diameter-fining.

Space Width
of Internal
Spline

Tooth
Thickness
of External
Spline
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Although ISO 41.56 was published in 1.981
and is widely used in Europe, we find that it is
not u ed as frequentlya . it hould be in the
United States and United Kingd.om for a num-
ber of reasons. Onei that many engineers do
not seem. to be aware of it; another is that
because it is a metric module standard, the cir-
cular pitch is different from that of imperial-
standard-based diametral pitch splines. This
fact. can necessitate buying new cutters; how-
ever, this should not present any problem
where new project are involved, as a module
cutter is no more expensive than a DP (dia-
metral pitch) cutter. Also, DP cutters have to
be periedically replaced, SO' why not change to
metric plines? Furthermore, spline gauge
designed to a module standard are no more
'expensive than DP gauges. These arguments.
of course, cannot apply [0 componentsthat
have been made for many years, andtherefore
have to be interchangeable.

In our opinion, the main reason that ISO
4156 is not used more :inthe e countries is lack
of awareness. We hope the following i infor-
mative 10 those who have not heard of it and
en COli rages tho e who are aware of it to u e .it.
We feel Ibis isnecessary because quality con-
trol the e days is of the utmost importance.
This standard (unlike the previous imperial
standard ) has many cia es of fits that will
guarantee sliding, clearance or interference.
Also, in genera], components manufactured to
this standard are of a higher quality. astighter



tolerances have to be maintained to achieve
these better fits. Section 8.1 of the standard is
of paramount importance to component manu-
facturers. This paragraph has wide-reaching
implications, as :it means that closer tolerances
have to be maintained to obtain the desired fits,
meaning that qualitycontrol during manufac-
ture and gauging win have to be increa ed, but
that is inevitable anyway in today's competi-
tive global markets ..

ISO 4156/ANSI 892.2M-1980-
Its Origins

During the ] 970s it was realized in the
United Kingdom that with metrication in mind,
a new standard for involute splines was
required, Up to this time and indeed still today,
the most widely 11 ed standards were BS 3550-
1963 and ANSI B92.] -1970. Both of these
standards are. of course, imperial standards
based on OF. The DF is the number of teeth
per inch of pitch-circle diameter and as such
provides a standard series of tooth sizes on var-
ious pitch-circle diameters ..The proposed stan-
dard, of course, would have to be, like
European standards, metric-mod ule-based,
Similar to DP. the module is the ratio of the
pitch circle in millimeters to the number of
teeth and provides a standard series of tooth
sizes. It was not atisfactory simply to convert
DF to module because the pitch-circle diame-
ters and tooth proportions would still be imper-
ial-based and would therefore give no degree
of interchangeability with metric components.

AFNOR (the French national standards
authority) and DIN were consulted to see if
there were any standards in existence on which
the new standard could be based. The existing
French standard E22-141 was considered to be
out of date, as it made no reference to' variation
allowance (di cus ed later). The German. stan-
dard DIN 5480 seemed to be the only other
possibility, since it did take into account varia-
tion allowance. The result of this consultation
was the realization that more than a new metric
standard was required. What was needed was
an international standard that could be used
throughout the world ..

To achieve this. working groups were estab-
lished at the various standards organizations;
the working groups consisted of representa-
tives from the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Scandinavia. the United States and

Japan, among others ..At a meeting of all mem-
bers in Paris, two draft proposals were put for-
ward for consideration: One proposal was
based on DIN 5480, and the other was a com-
pletely new draft proposal by AFNOR and
Briti h Standards ..The basis of the tolerances
forthis draft was taken from ISO 286; i.e., tol-
erances for plain parts with an additional toler-
ance for variation allowance.

After discussion, the new draft was adopted
and contributions from alii member organiza-
tions were invited ..The result of the collabora-
tion i ISO 4[56. 111is standard also has been
published in the United Kingdom as BS 6186.
in France as E22-144/E22-] 45, and in the
United States as ANSI B92.1-1980. It is used
extensively in Europe and is gradually becom-
ing more and more popular throughout the
United States, where transition from imperial
to metric is taking place.

Explanation of Variation Allowance
& Effective Size

To enable ISO 4156 to be compared with
the older standards. it is nece sary to under-
stand the concept of effective fit. The effective
tooth thickness of the space width of a compo-
nent is the most important element because it is
this size that determines whether the fit is good
or bad. It is not only the actual tooth. thickness
or space width that determines the resultant fit
between an external and internal spline. This is
because, unlike plain pans. splines have multi-
ple engaging surfaces. Each of these surfaces is
subject to an error of either profile.
spacing/index or parallelism, which must be
allowed for jf the parts areto fit. This variation
allowance is determined by allocating to each
of the elements a permissible tolerance. The
sum of these tolerances is then referred to as an
error allowance e or variation allowance A.

It is generally accepted in most standards
thai. because it is unlikely that. these errors win
occur simultaneously and in their maximum
amounts on the same spline, a variation
allowance consisting of a percentage of the
sum of the positive profHeer:mr. the index
error and the parallelism error for the length 'of
engagement is allowed.

To achieve at suitable fit. the nominal tooth
thickness of the external spline and the nomi-
nal space width of the internal spline usually
are equal to one half of the circular pitch at the

,John Fi,nnev
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a subsidary of M & M
Precision Systems.
Dayton, OH. He has
more than rwo decades
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design of splint! gauges,
master gears and splin»
measuring instrumenu.
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Shafts for Machiner»
Committee of th« British
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pitch-circle diameter. The internal spline is
allocateda space width greater than nominal.
A machining tolerance m.i determined to.
arrive ata maximum and minimum actual
space width, and the variation allowance Ai. is
then subtracted from each value to. arriveat a
maximum and minimum effective space width.

Similarly, the external spline is allocated a
tooth thickness that is less than nominal. A
machining tolerance is used to arrive at a maxi-
mum and minimum actual tooth thickness, and
the vaeiarionallowancei added to each value
toarrive at a maximum and minimum effective
tooth thickness. Table 1 shows a typical fit
condtrion between an external spline and an
internal one.

ANSI B92.1-1970
This standard is probably the most widely

used standardtoday. As can be seen from
Table 2, it shows four classes of fit. The maxi-
mum effective tooth thickness of the external
splineand the minimum effective space width
of the internal spline are equal to nominal. The
machining tolerance and effective clearance
are different for each class of fit, resulting in
Class 4 being the closest fit and Class 7 being
the loosest

According to this standard, theallowable
errors for a Class 5 spline (the most widely
used) are

For 30 teeih, 24/48 Df, 300 PA
Total Index Variation e 0.038
Profile Variaticne +0.005/·0.010
Lead Variation = 0.0]0 (for a spline
length of 25)

A described previously, i1 is not accepted
that aU elements will occur in the same posi-

T.able 1: • eomparingl'oor

Space
Width or
Internal
Spline

Nominal
1.661

I .
TOOlh
Thickness
of Extemal
Spline
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values of total index, twice the positive profile
and lead variation are used to calculate the
variation allowance; i.e., 0.6 (0.038+ 0.010+
0.0]0) = 0.035 (Due to. rounding of various
elemental errors the value is stated as .0.0.38 in.
the ANSI tandard.)

For Classes 4, 6 and 7. the machining toler-
ances and allowable errors for a Clas .5 pline
are multiplied by the following factors:

Class 4= x 0.71
Class 6= x ] ..4
Class 7= x 2.00.

Because the minimum effective space width
of the internal and the maximum effective
tooth thickness of the external spline are equal,
a fit is always guaranteed .. To ensure this, the
GO plug gauges and the GO ring gauge have a
tooth thickness/space widthequal to nominal.
(with a tolerance and wear allowed), which
means that one single Go. plug gauge and one
GO ring gauge can be used for checking all
fnur classes of fit. The NooO gauges have to
be unique to each class of fit.

The only disadvantage of this system is that.
while a fit is guaranteed (provided the spline is
accepted by the gauges), the type of fit is not.
For example, if you were designing compo-
nents requirmgan extremely loose fit, Class 7
tolerances would he used, However, :inthe case
of a poorly made component with spline on
maximum metal condition and with excessive
profile, index and lead error, it is possible for
the gauges to accept the spline, providing, of
course, nominal. size .is not exceeded, The fit
obtained from this condition would bea tight
fit rather than the desired loose fit.

BS 35501..1960
In this standard, the tooth proportions are

similar to those in ANSI B92, 1-1970. The
allowable elemental error (profile, spacing
and lead errors) are identical to those of a
Class 5 spline in ANSI. The only pressure
angle referred to. is 30°. There are just two
classes of fit.. The internal spline have only
one tolerance band (identical to a CIa s 5
ANSI spline). For Clas 2, both extemaland
internal splines have the same tooth thicknes
and space width dimensions as an ANS[ Class
5 spline. For Class 1 splines, the machining
tolerance and variation allowance are identical
to. Class 2. However, a clearance or deviation
allowance Cv is introduced, thus ensuring 111



degree of looseness between the male and
female splines. The clearance is shown in
Table 1. As shown. the tooth thickness dimen-
sions of the external splines are displaced or
adjusted by the clearance Cv. It also can be
concluded that. while as 3S50 has fewer fits, a
Class 1 spline does ensure clearance.

DJN5480
DfN 5480 has been in existence for many

years and is predominantly used in Germany,
but also is used in many other countries ..It is a
metric module standard and was therefore con-
sidered a basis for ISO 4156. Its popularity is
due to its 1) being a metric standard, and 2)
offering a vast diversity of fits that ANSI
B92 ..1-1970 and BS 3550 do not. In the past, if
you wanted to produce a metric spline, andit
was necessary to achieve a certain fit. DIN
S480 was the only metric standard available to
enable you to achieve this (the only other met-
ric standards that were available were older
standards that did not lake into account varia-
tion allowance and therefore were unsuitable),

In this standard, the outside diameter is
consideredlas a basis rather than the pitch-
circle diameter; i.e., DIN considers that the
outside diameter of a spline should conform
toa preferential series of whole numbers. To
ensure this and to enable common cutting
tools to be used in manufacture, it is neces-
sary to correct the tooth profile; i..e., it is not
possible for the nominal tooth thickness (0..5
x circular pitch) to occur always on the pitch-
circle diameter, but sometimes on a corrected
pitch circle, either larger 'or smaller. This cor-
rection does not cause any problem to the
spline designer, as all corrected sizes are
specified in the standard.

To calculate the variarjonallowance, 60,%
of the tooth thickness machining tolerance is
used. This means that profile, spacing and lead
errors are not specified .. This can be a disad-
vantage if a splined component manufacturer
wishes to check these errors on conventional or
computerized universal gear checking
machines. In the writer's opinion, DIN 5480, is
an excellent standard, but the vast choice of
fits must cause confusion 10 the inexperienced,
In addition, the machining tolerances for some
of the closer fits are extremely tight and the
variation allowances consequently minuscule,
which must make manufacturing on a produc-

Table 3 - Comparing Two Classes of Fit in 88.3550.1963 30T, 24/48 DP, 30· PA

Class I Class 2

Space
Width of
Internal
Spline

1.732

::J
Nominal
1.661

1.623_

::JITooth
Thickness
of External
Spline

III =0.033 A=0.037 m = 0.033 A. = 0.037

* Min. possible effective clearance = 0.038 • Actual 1 Effective

Table 4· Comparing HIli Fits in DIN 5480 30T, 1.0 Mod.. 30·PA

Class II H/h Clas 9 H/h Class 7' H/Il Class 6 H/Il

Space
Width of
Internal
Spline

ominal
2.090*

2.045 I.--'1 ".01udI-
Tooth
Thickness
of External
Spline

I

I

m=O.080 A= 0.045 m =0.040'-=0.023 .=0.020 A= 0.012 m =0.014 A=0.00

I

Effective : • CorrectedI.Actual

tion basis difficult; Having said this, these days
with modern computerized machinery and
measuring machines. which have eliminated a
great deal of human error, it is now possible to
manufacture components that are accurate and
consistent, so perhaps there is nothing wrong
in setting limits that were at one time consid-
ered impossible. Table 4 shows a small selec-
tion of fits from this tandard.

ISO 4156/ANSI B92.2M-l980
This new standard also allows engineers to

select various types of fits; i.e., sliding, close
sliding, clearance and interference. Because
the splines are not outside-diameter-based, the
tooth profiles are not corrected, and the resul-
tant outside diameters are not whole numbers
and, consequently, do not conform to a pre-
ferred series. This, however, does not present
any problem, because a suitable tooth number
can be selected for a particular application,

The nominal tooth thickness/space width is
calculated in tile same way as ANSI H92.1-1970
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Table 5 . Compariag Four Clru;.ws or fl. Hlh
in I. 041561 NS! B92.lM - 1980.30T. 1!0 rvrod., 300PA

I Class 7 :H1b Class 6 HJh Class '5 H~h Clas 4 HJh

Space
Widlhof
lnternal
Spline

ominal
1.571

Toolh
Thickness
of External
Spline m .. 0.090" .. 0.051 m =0.054 ./..= 0.034 m =0.033)..=0.024 m = 0.019'Ji.= 0.016

Effective

HIe [-IJd

E basic
" 0.5 1tIn'""I--'I ......--1~
S, basic

Zero

Without
minimum
effective

With effective
interference

Witb effective
looseness

and BS 3550; i.e .. 0.5 x circular pitch. There
are four basic classes of fit, referred to as 4H/h,
SHih, 6H/h and 7H/h .. The suffix. H refer to
the internal. spline and h to theexternal (as
described in ISO 286 limits and fits for plain
parts).

Table 5 shows the four HIb fits and can be
compared wi,tll the four ANSI fits in Table 2.
As can be seen, the fits obtained for Cia ses 4,
5 and 6 in ISO 4156 are significantly closer
than those from the older A_NS]standard (par-
ticularly Classes 4 and 5). The machining tol-
erances for both standards are approximately
equal.consequently, the closer fits obtained in
ISO 4156 are due to a reduction in. the varia-
lion allowance A.

As slated earlier, Section 8. ~ of the tandard
has wide-ranging implications for the spline
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manufacturer. It rates that the variation
allowance A should becalculated using the fol-
lowing expression:

The expression is different bam that u ed in
ANSI B92.]-]970 and BS 3550-]960, which
states that variation allowance .is calculated as
follows:
;l,. = 0.6 [lndex Variation + 2 (Posiuve Profile Variution] +

Lead Variat ion]

The resul! of the expres ion specified in the
newer standard is a value thai is lessthan that
of the old standard, as can be seen fromthe
following example. A. 30-looth. 1.0 module,
30° PA Class 5 spline is used.

Total Index Variarion e Fp
Fp in mierorneters e 3.55 ..[l + '9
Fp in mierometers = 3.55 ~47.124 + 9
Fp in micmmeters e 33.370
Fpin millimeters :::0.033

."

where the length of arc L :: 0.5 x Pilch Circle
ircumference.

Total Profile Variation = FI
Flin micrometers = 2.5 Ij>f + 1.6
F/in micrometers '" 2.5(1.375) + 16
Ff in micrometers = 19.4375
Ffin millimeters = 0.0]9

where Tolerance Factor Ij>f= m + 0.0125 mZ.

Total Lead Varianon « F
Fin Micrometers e Iff + 5
F in Micrometers = I{E + 5
F :inMicrometerse 10
F i.n Millimeters = 0.0.0

where g isthe spline length in millimeters.
Sub titutingthe above values into the new

expression in ISO 4156:

l = 0.6 J (0.033)2 + (0.019)2 +(0.0 I0)2 = 0.024.

Referring to Table 2. we ee thai the allowable
errors of index, profile and lead for an ANSI
B92.1-1970 spline are reasonably comparable to
the above (it must. of course, be appreciated that
the above value for FI i total and should there-



fore be interpreted as ± 0.0095).
The variation allowance. however, for an

ISO 4156 spline is less tilan that for an ANSI
B92. I -1970 spline; consequently, when
machining splines to the later standard, greater
care and more rigorous quality control have to
be applied,

The above demonstrates that by using ISO
4156, it is possible to maintain closer fits than
those obtained from the older imperial standards.

Furtb.er Fit Variations
By using ISO 4156. it is possible to achieve

fits other than those shown in Table 5; i.e., the
Hih fits. This is made possible by introducing
further fit classes to the external spline while
maintaining the H fits on the internal spline (it
is beneficial to adjust external splines. as these
are usually machined, while many internal
plinesare produced by broaching).

These additional fits are designated f, e, d,
js and k, and are obtained by applying a devia-
tion allowance (Cv) to the shaft-tooth thick-
ness. The deviation allowances to guarantee
clearance for a 30-tooth, 1.0' module spline are
as below:

f = --"0.020
e = -0.040
d = --"0.065

The clearance becomes progressively larger
from f to. d and ensures loosene s. If interfer-
enee is required, it is possible to employ fits k
or js- Fit k guarantees interference, and with js
it is most probable that interference will exist.
Spline tooth thickness values for the two fits
can be determined by referring to Table 6,
which also. shows the clearance fits.

It should be remembered that when using
fits /. e or d, the shaft major diameter and
minor diameter also should be adjusted by a
value equal to the deviation allowance divided
by the tangent of the pressure angle.

ISO 4156 specifies only side-fitting splines.
The older imperial standards also contained
major-diameter-fitting splines which could be
an advantage in maintaining concentricity; in
this instance, the spline flanks were used as
drivers only,

The fact that ISO 4156 does not contain
major-fitting splines should be offset by the
greater accuracies achievable by using the
dose tooth thickness tolerances recommended
in this standard. This, however, may be debar-

NOOOP\u~

• Gauge Tolerance

able by spline manufacturers, who find the
major diameter easier to control than the tooth
thickness.

Comparison of Gauging Prneedure
All. the standards that have been used for

comparison have a section that clearly defines
the method of tolerancing for gauging. Note
the following points upon which all standards
are in agreement:

An internal spline should at the very [east
be checked with

L a full-form GO plug gauge designed [Q

check "min. effective" space width,
2. a sector-type NOGO plug gauge designed

to check "max. actual." space width,
3. an additional composite NOGO plug

gauge to check "max. effective" space w:idth
(this is very occasionally required if it is neces-
sary to restrict the effective size).

Anexternal spline should at the very least
be checked with

1. a full-form GO ring gauge designed to.
check "max. effective" tooth thickness,

2. a sector-type NOOO ring gauge design-
ed to check "min. actual" tooth thickness,

3 .. an additional composite NOGO ring
gauge designed to check "min. effective" tooth
thickness where it is necessary to restrict the
effective size.

The posiuon of the gauge tolerance and
wear allowances is the place where the various
standards do. net agree. As can be seen from
Table 7. ANSI B92.1-1970 places the gauge
tolerance within the part tolerance, BS 3550
puts the gauge tolerance outside the pan toler-
ance, and in mN 5480 and ISO 4156, the
gauge tolerances are bilateral .• !
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
Gear Research Institute

Evanston, IL The Gear Research
[nstiitute has moved its headquarters
from.Lisle, IL, to the Basic Industrie
Research Laboratory (B]RL) at
Northwestern University in Evan ton,
IL. The move is the result of an
agreement whereby BIRL will man-
age the Institute.

GRI's character and goals will
remain unchanged. It will operate
under the same advisory board, offi-
cers and bylaws and will continue to
be a source for cooperative industry-
driven research.

Considerable synergism between
GR] and BIRL is expeeted BIRL is
dedicated to the commercialization of
technology and is currently working
on issues related to wear and corro-
sion resistant coatings, advanced
materials, sensors and controls,
cathodic protection and electromag-
netic interference. The BIRL facility
is a. ] 30,000 sq. ft., well-equipped
research laboratory.

The institute's new address is Gear
Research Institute, BIRL/NU, 1801
Maple Avenue, Evanston, IL 60201.
Phone: (708) 491-5900. Fax: (708)
491-5986.
Columbia Gear

Avon, MN. Columbia Gear Corpo-
ration, a custom gearing design and
manufacturingcompany, has achiev-
ed ISO-9002 certification for its man-
ufacturing and assembly operations ..It
is one of the first North American
custom gearing suppliers to achieve
ISO certification ..

Columbia Hear, a subsidiary of
Vesper Corporation, is a supplier of
custom spur and helical gearing and
related services.

-
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AGMA quality level has a lot more to do with
meeting the rating requirements of the gears
than it does with aspects of function such as
noise and tran mi sian error.

2. Diagnostic purposes. These inspections
are done for the purposes of solving machin-
ing problems and controlling noise and trans-
mission error. Many time these will require
some nontradnional methods of evaluation,

In this article, more time win be spent o.n
the nontraditional diagnostic techniques than
on the traditional A'GMA level characteristics.
AGMA 2000-A88 has much more detail and
better definitions for the inspection of gears
than AGMA 390.03. Anyone involved in gear
specification and inspectlen should have a
copy of AGMA 2000-ASS and become very
familiar with the measuring methods and
interpretations described within.

Good Dahl. on Purpose
It is very easy to get bad data and not bow

it. In order to have confidence in the data tbat
one takes, it is imperative to develop good
techniques. This section win deal wi.th some
of the problemsthat may be encountered with
various measuring methods.

Runout Control. Runout anywhere in the
manufacturing or inspection process is one of
the most damaging factors affecting gear qual-
ity, h win have an impact on anything else
that one want to do or measure. Factors
affecting runout include:

Blank Quality ..Quality blanks are the foun-
dation upon which a good gear is built. n does
no good to expect gear characreristies such as
lead, profile and spacing to come out within a
few ten-thou andths of an inch when one
allows the bore tolerance to vary one or several

Quality Gear
Inspection Part I

IRobert IE. Smiith
R. E. Smith & Co.• Ilinc.

Rochest'er. NIY

Introduction
Quality gear inspection means doing the

"right" in pections "right." A lot of time and
money can be spent doing the wrong type . of
inspection related to function and doing them
incorrectly. As, we will eli cover later, such
things as runout can creep into the manufac-
turing and inspection process and completely
ruin any piece of data that is taken ..This is one
of the most important problem 10 control for
quality inspection.

There are two main reasons for performing
any gear Inspection;

I..Meeting print specificetions ..The specifi-
cation. uch as AGMA 390.03 or 2000-A88
criteria, ma.y be included on the print, They
also may be spelled OUI independently for
such things as profile, leadvpitchvetc, The
goaJ of such an inspection is making the parts
meet the expectations of the user. Meeting an



thousandths of an inch. Certainly, it is easier
for an operator to control the size of a simple
circle than it is to control that of many gear
teeth with. a complex form such as an involute.
Even a perfect machine can't make a good
gear out of a bad blank, Even if it did, the gear
wouldn't work in the application, nor would
the inspection come out right unless the
mounting were duplicated.

Tooling Quality. Good tooling in machin-
ing and inspection is a necessity for the manu-
facture and inspection of quality gears. If a
gear is put on a solid arbor, there must be
some clearance between the bore and arbor, If
there is clearance, there will be some eccen-
tricity, which will result in runout; therefore, it
is best to use some kind of expanding arbor ..
This can fill up the clearance and! center the
blank on the axis of rotation. Some types of
expanding arbors are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
They can consist of expanding collets,
hydraulic expsnsiontypes, interference ball
sleeves or precision expanding jaw arbors that
can control runout [0 .000[ or .10002....

Proofspots. Proofs pots are reference bands
(axial and radial) that are machined true with
the actual bore. journals and shoulders of gear
blanks (see Fig. 3). These can be checked
while mounted on the machine that finishes
the teeth, while mounted on the inspection
machine or while mounted in the final applica-
tion. For even more accurate work, the
prcofspots are checked and marked for the
amount and location of the high point of
runout, This high point and amount are dupli-
cated at every step in the process to control the
very highest quality gears.

Centers in shafts and their relation to teeth,
and Journals. Unfortunately, most inspection
machines for cylindrical. gears use centers for
the mounting of gears. This is most conve-
nient, but not very accurate. "Murphy's Law"
says that even though the journals and teeth are
machined from centers, they will never run
true again. 'Gears are rarely run on centers in
theirapplications, They are mounted from the
journals, and the teeth should be inspected
from the journals. At the very least, the journal
should be checked on the inspection machine
before the teeth. Some new CNC machines
will check teeth relative to tile journals, even
though they may mount the pan. from centers.

Balls are held in steel
cage. Sleeve assemblies
can be made with balls
that are +.001", t.002" etc,
to adapt same arbor to
different bore sizes.

Diameter across balls is .0006" to
.0012"largerthan gear bore.--~.....

Fig. 2 - Ball sleeve arbnr, -

Axial (proofspot)
!Reference Surface

Fig.3 - Proofspots (reference surfaces],

Remember, if runout exists in the inspection
operation, it will influence anything else mea-
sured about the gear, such as profile, lead and
pitch variation.

Spacirlg. The term spacing is used as a gen-
eral term to refer to the accuracy with which
teeth are positioned around a gear. Spacing has
no numerical value and refers only toa group
of numerically valued tooth position mea ure-
meats such as pitch or index. Many of the
terms used to describe spacing are very confus-
ing a.nd often misused. For that reason it is
important to be careful about what someone is
de cribing. Symbols a.re very usefulin order to
keep terms straight. Spacing issues to be
addressed in inspection include:

Tooth-to-tooth spacing. This is probably
one of the most misunderstood terms. It was
used in older versions of AGMA 390 and was
an unfortunate choice of words, Many people

iRoben E. Smith
is the principal ill the
gear consulting firm a/
R. E.. Smith & Co., Inc.
He is also olle o/Gear
Technology's technical
editors. He is active in
standards development
for AGMA and is lite
author of IlIImerous

hooks and papers on
gearillg subjects.
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(probably most) visualize it as the error
between one tooth and the next (involves two
teeth), Inreality, i.t isnot, It j the difference
between one pitch and the adjacent pitch
(involves three teeth). A better choice of words
would have been adjacent pitch difference.
AGMA 2000-A8S no longer uses the term
tooth-ro-tooth pacing. [I is now defined as
spacing variation, v, The iso symbol is fUi
but an earlier proposal, 111;). was more descrip-

tive, This parameter has no useful purpose and
is not toleranced in AGMA or ISO standards.

Pitch Yariation. Pitch variation i the alge-
braic plus or minus (±) difference in the tran -
verse plane between the true position pitch and
an actual pitch mea uremenl. Thi is the cor-
rect measure of the placement of a tooth rela-
tive to its adjacent tooth. This factor is most
important for evaluating the po itional aecura-
cy of a gear andthe resulting influence on
tooth stresses. The AGMA ymbol is Vp and
the [SO symbol is fp. This is the measure of
spacing that is toleraneed in the AGMA and
mso tandards.

Index Yariatio». Index variation is the dis-
placement of ~my tooth from its theoretical
position relative to a datum tooth. This isthe
actual local ion of any ~ooth around a gear. h is
110t toleraneed, but other values relative to
'pacing, such as pitch variation and accumulat-
ed pitch variation, can be easily interpreted
from this data.

I',..ob,lems Witll Spacing Measurement.
Spacing is usually measured by one of rwo sys-
tems-the two-probe system and the single-
probelindex system. The two-probe system i
more likely to produce bad data than the sin-
gle-probe/index system because of the influ-
ence of surface finish (irregularhies) all the
accuracy of data, The influence is greater on
calculation of accumulated pitch variation than
it is on pilCh variation. Fig. 4 is an illustration
from Section '9 of AGMA 2000-A88_ It shows
the correlation bel ween a single-probe/index
measurement and a two-probe measurement of
the same gear. In this ca e, the gear is a theo-
retical one and bas perfect finish. As one can
ee, in columns A, G, B and F. the results are

the same for either measuring method.
However .. in reality, the results will never be
!he same, andthe worse the fini 11,the worse
the correlation.

More realistic results are evident. in the data
shown in Fig . .5. This is from Appendix E of
AGMA 2000-A88. The upper pan of the figure
shows what happens beca:u e of surface irregu-
larities to the span distance between two
probes placed at slightly different locations on
the 'teeth. The bottom part of the figure shows
the numerical results of measuring a gear three
times withthe probes located in different posi-
tions. Because of surface irregularities. there



will bea greater scatter in the results from the
two-probe method. The difference is caused by

the accumulation of surface measuring errors
as well as pitch errors in the calculation
process of the two-probe system. This calcula-
tion is not necessary in the single-probe sys-
tem. The reading for each tooth is direct. and
surface errors affect only that one reading.

Measuring 'the gear several limes with the
probe in a slightly different position and then
averaging the results wi.ll give a more accurate
answer for the true pitch and accumulated pitch
values ..This would be true for either system.

Another advantage of the single-probe data
is that it give a direct visual picture of the
placement of each tooth around II gear. Pitch
variation is the distance between any two adja-
cent reading , andaccumulated pitch variation
is the total distance between the highest and
lowest reading. When using the two-probe sys-
tem, it is necessary to calculate the average
measured pitch, subtract this from each reading
to obtain pitch variation valoes, and then accu-
mulate the pitch variation readings to obtain
the accumulated pitch.

Problems With Size Measurement. The
specified size of gear teeth, thelr circular 100lh
thickness, is not measured directly. It is usually
measured by one of four other means: vernier
tooth calipers (chordal tooth thickness), over
pins or wires, span measurement (base tooth
thickness) or by double-flank composite meth-
ods, which measure functional tooth thickne s
(see Fig. 6).

The first three of these methodsalso have
the limitation that the measuring device onl.y
touches a few points on one or a few teeth.
Therefore, they may not findl the largest tooth
size around the gear. They also measure the
tooth size independent of the rotational axis of
the gear. Even if the tooth size is correct,
runout win vary the functional tooth thickness.
Some teeth will be functionally larger than oth-
ers if they are at the high point of runout, It is
necessary to make allowances for other varia-
tions in tooth shape and position (involute,
lead, runout, etc ..) in relation to gear quality
level. (see Fig. 7). If this is not done, the gear
may run out. of backlash with its mate.

The double-flank composite method will
find the largest functional tooth thickness any-
where around the gear" His probably the best

i
I

/
\ /
\i

Span M'easurement

Tooth 'Thickness M'easurement,
Gear Toolh Caliper M'elholl

Tooth Thickness
Inspection,

IMecasuremenl.
Over Pins Compos1te Action Test M"easufBm.ent

of Tooth Ihic'kness

Fig. 6 - Method 01size measurement.
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IFig. 8 - Elemental measurements.
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method for finding the size of gear teeth. Refer
to AGMA Standard 2002, Tooth Thickness
Specification and Measurement, for a more
detailed treatment. of this subject.

Elemental vs. Composite Measuremellt.
There are two general methods in use for the
measurement of gear quality. These are the ele-
mental and composite methods. Further, there
are two different composite methods-double-
flank and single-flank.

Elemental Methods. Elemental measure-
ment involves the measurement of discrete
aspects of gear quality-such as involute, tooth
alignment (lead), pitch variation, runout, accu-
mulated pitch variation and tooth size-by
using a small probe to explore the individual
characteristic (see Fig. 8). It is very useful for
medium-size gears, but difficult to use for very
fine pitch or very large diameter gears. The
AGMA standard limits elemental tolerances to
pitches coarser than 20 DP ..However, it is pos-
sible to make elemental measurements as rille
as about 100 DP with some equipment The
upper limit for diameter is generally about 40".
This limit is imposed bya lack of available
inspection machines, although there are a few
that can go larger.

These methods are generally useful for
diagnostic purposes as wen as for quality
determination.

Double-Flank Composite Methods.
Double-flank measurements are made by
rolling the test gear in tight mesh with a master
gear while detecting center distance variation
(see Fig. 9). The quality determination for the
same gear may come out different if it is mea-
sured by elemental methods .. For this reason,
both methods should not be used for the same
part. The maker and user should agree on the
method to be used.

Advantages. Thismethod provides a fast
checkthat uses inexpensive equipment. It is
good for the determination of runout prior to
any subsequent finishing of the gear teeth, and
it is excellent for the determination of func-
tionaltooth thickness.

Disadvantages, It measures a composite of
all characteristics and is not as useful. for diag-
nostics. It can tell when teeth are conjugate
(very low tooth-to-tooth composite), but it is
not very good at teUing how non-conjugate the
teeth are. It measures both sides of the teeth at

~I



the same time and can produce some strange
tooth-to-tooth results. It is also possible to have
some very bad involute shapes but 110t have
this method produce large tooth-to-tooth varia-
tions.

It also measures the characteristics of gear
qua.lity in a radial direction (center distance
variation). Gears don't operatethis way. They
operate in a tangential direction,

When gears are made by certain finishing
operations, such as shaving and abrasive hob-
bing. it is possible to have .8 double-Hank mea-
urement show very little runout (maybe a few

[en thousandths of an inch) when in reality it has
several thousandth ..of an inch accumulated pitch
variation. Remember that gears function tangen-
tially. Runout is a radial measure, while accumu-
lated pitch is a.tangential measure (see Fig. 10).

Single-Flank Composite Methods, Single-
flank measurements are made by rolling two,
te t gears or a test gear and a master gear
together at 'their proper mounting distance and
with backlash. Transducers measure the angular
mosion and record any characterlstics of
nonuniform motion (see Fig, 1]). This isa true
tangential measurement and is indicative of the
functional characteristics of the gear. This
nonuniform motion is called tran mission error,

Ad:I'antuges. Single-flank measurement is a
truly functional, tangential measure .. WI is good.
for diagnostic purposes. U is especially useful
for the measure ofpro.file shape and conjugacy
as weU as for accumulated pitch variation,

Disadvantages ..ft. is not good for measuring
tooth alignment (lead) and size. It. is a slower
lest than the double-flank method. II. uses
equipment that is more expensive and notas
readily available.

Wbi.ch Inspeetions &.0 Pedorm?
Obviously • if a print call for certain i.nspec-

tions, these must be done. However, one also
should think of what are the most important
characteristics desired oftae gears. Quietness?
Positlonal accuracy? Strength and durability?'
Size? Somecombination of these? The greate t

mea urementeffortand best techniques should
be applied to the most. important parameters.
For examplecif positional accuracy is most.
important, a lot of time hoold not be spent
measuring runout. It can be very misleading.
See Fig. ]2 for a chart of recommended mea-
suri_ng methods. Standards now in process with

Double-Flank Test

*.001'

lMicrodex Precision Index

Single-Flank Test

fig. 10 - !lunout vs, accumulated pitch.

Variation

,
.- ---

Total
Tr8!l5!!li.ssion

_"I
- ITootlllo

Tooth ---
- Tr.ans!!Ijssion ---

,"----------- Variation --------'"

fig. 11 - Single·flank cempnsite acuon measurement.
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Profile Tolera nc e

the ISO accwacy eomminee include one that
de(IDes "famdles" ,of inspeclionlOle:mnces dI31
.apply lO various applications. One should put
the most effort on the proper group of toler-
ances as it applies te the application. In other
words, spend yOOJ'measurement money wise~y.

Q.uestioll .,he Specifications. It is wise ~or
the gear maker to spend some time with the
gear user to arrive allthe most important speci~
fications and measuring methods. The impor-
tance of agreemem OD 'these points can be
shown byexample;h is not unusual for some-
one to specify an AGMA Q8 quality level but
want to holdlOOth thickness toa tolerance of
..001". 'The pmb~em is that theamoDnt of
.runout allowed. by level Q8. may not be com-
patible w~th the specified. tooth thickness lOler-
ance, It may be necessary to make a Q10 or
higher gear in 'order to hold the lOOm thickness
v.anation widlin the specified tolerance, Tbjs
costs more money ..

Q.uesliolJ .'he SlIJlldard's. Many times the
print will only eall foran AGMA Q number.
These quali~y levels have been established pri-
marily for gear rating evaluation. Dejpeoding
011 theapplicatioo, this specification will not
necessarily guarantee satisfactory jperfonnance.
For example: ira posiitional accuracy is the
prime concern, Ithis infonnation. alone will not
be enough, The AGMA Q number ,only speci-
fies CilIUIoul and pitch variation. Accumulated
pitch and pitch variationare better measures.
Also, p.rofUe and lead arecontralled by K
charts. These K charts givea very broad con~
1101 of profile and lead. They have 00 be blUM
to allow (or the effects of ruaout onllle various
teeth around a gear. See Fig. J3, fOr a descrip-
tion of a K chan.

Fig. 14 shows involute 'charts ef a master
gear with and without. ronoUL This same thing
can happen wim toolh, alignment .or lead charts.
In other words, involute isn't being evaluated
separately. The K chans are evaluating a com-
bination of in.volute and. nmout, .•

Start of Tip Round

High Point of Tooth Chart Must Be
Tangent to Reference Line.

Tolerance· Zone

EdItor"s, Nom: The second part of this artick, CO\'-

er.ing diagnostics, .~QSlUing equipment and' .inspec-
tion prtJelices among V,s. competitors. will appear
intire next issue.

Acknowl dgement: clMGMA. Pre.seflled ,a/ 21 al
.Annual Gear .M/lII~facllUjflg Symposium .•Oct .. 10'-
12,. J994. Repril1led with permissiOll.

ContrOilliameter

10
R'eference line

fi,g. 13 - AGMA K chart.
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WHENI YOU NEED'INTRICATE DESIGNS AND, METICULOUS CRAFJSMANSHIP. RELY 'ON FAIRLANE.IGiEAR.INC.

NEW MACHINES JUST IPURCHASED
... KAPP CNC HARD FINISHER
... AMERICAN PFAUTER eNC HOB

WE OffER:
-GearNoiseHeduction Program
•.Expert Teehnieal Assistence
·\iear Cutting in a Wide Flange

of Sizes.•Tvpes& Iluantities
·'·Prototype & Emergency Re-

pair/ Rebuild Service

Quality gears upto AGMA 1;5,Mll-
1-45208A, MIL-SiID-45662

SIZ'E RANGE -Smailier than en
inch to 48"

TYPES:
Spur - Internal & External
Helical- Intemal & External
Worms, Worm Gears
Serrations - Shafts
Splines -Intemal &. Extermal
Sprockets - Clusters
Segments - Spindles
Ratchets - Gear lBol(es

CIRCLE .11.·20'on REAJ)ER REPLY CARD

G'.EAR
MACHINES

SAlLES & SIERVICE

Many Models and
Sizes to choose from;
tI' Gear Shapers
ttl' Gear IHobbers
tI' Gear Shavers
ttl' Gealr IHonercs
tI' Gear G'rinders
ttl' IHob :Sha,rpeners
tI' Iinspection Equilpment
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CO:MMm:MENIIO mJAUTY
Reishauer Ground Gears
M & M Precision Ge'arChec~ker
Kapp CIBNIHard IFinished Gears
American Pfaut,sFeNC Hob
Coordinate Measurement

Mu'chine

Fully implemented SPC, and data
communications capabilities,

For the' ultimate in quality gea,rs,
call or send inquiries to:

Falrllane GeaIl',Inc:.

P..O. Box 4091 A
Plymouth, MI48170
Phone (3131459-2440

IBooI' B:3:7-1773,
fax (3131459·2941
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"I_Jt- --d c ®.AODJWOrn
WORK HOLDINGi DEV,ICES

M'anufacturer of IhydrauUcalliyaetl'vated
• Gear Arbors and Chucks

• G,r,inders
• Hobbers
,·Shapers and mor,e,

exclusively represented in North America by

Toolink .Engineering
2870 Wilderness Place, Boulder, CO Sl}301i
Phone (303) 938·8570 FAX (303) 938·8572
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VIEW]),OINT

Vie!wp,'olint~,
O'D'r R,ea,de'r:s

IRe'SIPOn,d
I support Clem Miller (Viewpoint,

May/Jlune) in his kepticism of ISO
9000. The metrology of gears is
important. but in the present tate of
£he art, manufacnire is moreaccurate
than design.

Having encountered sstuations
where gears were being made accu-
rate to 2 111m,but the design specified
was inaccurate by 20j.lm, it seems
more important to imprevethe design
process than to spend time and effort
on further "improving" the control of
production.

Dr. J. D. Smith.
Cambridge University,
Cambridge, England

"Viewpoint" provides an opportunity
for readers to respond 10 articles tha:
appear i'I' our pages. Utters should be
addressed 10' Viewpoint. Gear Teehnol-
os». P. O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Vi/-
lage, IL, 60009 or faxed to 1-708-437-
6618 ..Letters submitted to "Viewpoint"
become the properly of Gear Technolo-
gy. Names wil! be willlhe.ld upon
request; however, no anonymous letters
will be published. We reserve the right
to edit letters in the interest of space ..
Opinions e pressed by contributors are
not necessarily those of the editor or
the publishing staff.



Meeting A or AA quality requirements is easier
said than done ..That's why each FHU8A hob is
Q'uaranteedl- every tooth is in proper position
to generate the desired gear profile,

When gear quality :iscriticaUy important,
Line ot Action can assure success.

lnslst on FHUSA hobs that are inspected and
verified to meet your requirements . .ALL
FHUSA hobs are ... and can.

Once you've checked: our line of Action
you've taken the first step ... and best step
towards a better bottom liine... tool

When Gear Quality is

ACT' 'ON_-_ -_J __
spea'ks I:ouder'
than words.

Check our Line of Actionl*

"Line of Action testing insures that each cutting edge of the hob is in proper position relative to
lead, flank. form and rotational accuracy of the hob.

GMI PO Box 31 038
Independence, 01-144131
Phone :(2116) 642-0230
FAX (216) 642-0231
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This Icomprehensive ':our--
drq' gear P'fO,gnun bas, been
supplying mdi.Yidualized,
thorough and up-dated
b'aining for oyer 34 years.
How is the classlaugh.t?
AsCI coordinated series of lectures,
demonstrations and discussions
led by the engineering, production
and inspection staffs of
In\' Components and Tools.
Who should. ,attend?
Anyone who designs. manufactures,
purchases or inspects gears ....and their
managers' This course supplies vital
information that will influence
business decisions at many levels.
What. will be covered?
The Works: including fundamentals.
high speed steels, gear cutting, gear
finishing, inspection and individual
instruction on specific attendee
concerns.

Where's the cla.ss?
Monthly courses are held at
IT\\, Components and Tools. Regularly
we take the course "on-the-road" (or
client location sessions.
Call for information.

T _omponents and Tools

Who la1lil.'1 worth It?
Thousands of students, hundreds of
companies and S.M. E., The Soci,ety of
Manufacturing Engineers, has
approved this school for professional
credits toward the S.M.E.
Recertification Program ..Credits are
awarded on the basis of one credit per
content hour. .

How much does i.t eo-t?
Four-day seminars at our plant have a
tuitionfee of $750.00 which includes
transportation from the hotel to [TW,
one group dinn r, continental break-
fasts and all lunches .t ate: Additional
students (rom the same company and
in the same class have a reduced
tuition of $705 ..00.
How do I.sig.. up or get more info?
Just phone 708-'657~5065.We·1I pro-
vide complete class and scheduling
information.

An Illinois Tool Works Compa.ny
3700 Wast Lake Avenue
Glenview, JL60025
Phone:70B-657 -5065CIRCL!E 1\-28 on READER SERVICE CARD



Watch Your Productivity Take Off ...

With CPM®REr 20
Cobalt-free CuHin~ Tools

Watch your productiVity soar with ICrucible's CPM R,E)(,20 high speed steel for aerospace or heavy industry high
vol~me cuttlng app'lications.A co'balt~free alternative to, M42, CPM REX20 offers:

, 200% 100' .Ife over M42*
, ,Nocobaft surcharge Ot price, fluclualions
'No cobaft envllO.nmenta' ,hazards
'Superior grlnd,,.glLnd ,.sharpen.,.g
• ,£Xcellenf t'OQ,hnessandwear resistance on hard to machIne .materlals

*Since switching from conventional M42to CPM REX 20, a major U.S. manufacturer of wide body commercial
aircraft rece'ntly extended the ute 'of end millis 60 to 200% while ,cutting tltani.um andi a'lloysteels. Other
ap,plications for CPM REX,20 include' form cutters" broaching tools andigear lIIobs..

Am,ple ,inventolY and 'e:qJert technica'i ~supportare ,availsb'le through Crucitlle service 'oenters coast to coast
JlIISt,call your nearest center or the 'Crucible XeEL hotline: 1·11' 0 0 ,.PAR· X CE , (1-800· 727 ·9235.),

C Cruci;ble
Ser~iceCenters

5639 W. Gellesee Street,. Camillus, IN,'I\' 13031·0991
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Reishauer. The name synonymous with quality and
precision can also dramatically reduce your per part
cost. The RZseries Gear Grinders are designed
with many features to reduce set-up time, while
incr,easing operating! efficiencies. Whether you're
grinding! spur or helical gears, segments or worm
profiling, contact a technical expert at Reishauer to
assist in ma:tching an RZseries grinder to your
specific application.

So gear up for reduced per piece cost without sac-
rificing machining accuracy, efficiency or flexibility.

1iHiE
I

.....PLE
REISHAUER

1525 Holmes Road '. ;clgin, IL 60123
Phone: (708) 888-3828 • r.AX: (708) 888-0343
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Our Experts Discuss
Electronic Gearboxes,

P,I!u,s,B,,8'lckI8s,h and

Question: In the January/February
issue of your magazine, we came
across the term "electronic gear-
box." We have seen thiis term used
elsewhere as wen. We understand
that this EGB eliminates the change
gear in the transmission llne, but
not how 'exactly this is done ..Could
you explain in more detail?
K, K, Patel, Coburg Powermotive
Company. Gujarat.India

Dennis Richmond replies: The
term "electronic gearbox" is, perhaps,
a misnomer. It refers not to a particu.-
lar object or collection of parts, but
rather to the CNC software that auto-
matically makes necessary adjust-
ments in a machining operation. Ina
CNC machine, a programmed numer-
ical control activates the machine's
servos and spindle drives and controls
the various operations.

For example, in a CNC gear grind-
ing machine. the basic ratio between
the grinding wheel and the workpiece
axis is controlled by an electronic
gearbox with an extremely high
dynamic response. Modifications to
the geometry (crowning, taper or
lead) made during the machining
sequence are controlled entirely by

Dennis .R,ichmond
Wilillia.m L..Jalnninck

the CNC control, The advantage of
this system is a uniform load eondi-
tion on tile machine's control system.
Flactuarionsare rapid but consistent.
A disturbance simulator module takes
advantage of this phenomenon,
observing the transient load oscilla-
tions that occur through the fluctua-
tions caused by the gear's teeth as
they enter and exit the grinding
worm's line of contact. The distur-
bance simulator module evaluates the
very fast but uniform errors through a
refined electronic circuit, which coun-
teracts the minute deviations by
assessing the signals and reducing the
deviations by their mean values.

The transition from one load char-
acteristic to another occurs relatively
slowly; for example, asymmetric
load-related errors take place when a
helical gear is being ground, A one-
sided load exists as the wheel enters
the top face of the gear or exits the
bottom face at the end of the pass.
Since the disturbance simulator mod-
ule corrects deviations based on the
mean of a number of values received,
even one-sided. load-related errors
can be detected and offset by adjust-
ing the module or diametral pitch.

Address, your gearing ques-
tions to our panel of expens.
Write to, them care of Shop
Floor. G'earTechnollogy". IP:o.
Box 1,426,. Elk. Grove Village,
Il.60009, or call our edi,tor;ial
stain alt t70Bt437-6604.

Denni:s. Ri:chm.ond
is Sales Manager for Reishauer
Corporation in Elgin.H; He
has been active in the gear
industry for 22 years.

William L J'anninck.
is a gear and 100/ design con-
sultans. He is one of Gear Tech-
nology's technical editors.
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NOW YOU CAN CHAR'GE IT BY PHONE
Use your American Express, VISA, or MasterCard

to subscribe to GEAR TECHNOLOGY.
$40.00 for Iyear (6 issues) in the U.S.;
$50.00 in Canada; $55.00 elsewhere.

CALL (,800) 451-8166, TO PLACE YOUR ORDER.
--------

NOW
YOU HAVE A

CHOICE ...
and it's made i:n AMERICA!'

NW Systems Co. announces that rt
IS no.v a manufactUring source of spral
gear roughing andfinlstiing cutters and bodies.

We also can remanufacture most spiral cutter bodies
and can manufacture new spiral bodes In diameters
of 5# through 9" at present.

NW can also supply roughing and finishing cutters.
hardware and replacement parts for most 5"- 9"
diameter bodies.

Whelher r's manufactUring or remanufacturing,
conSIder us as an altemabve source for repla.cement
parts and hardware' as IM!!I as bodes and cuners. 6t2 Harrison. Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
'tbu'/I be In lor a pleasant scrprse Telephone (810) 544·3852.' FAX (810) 544·3922

----------- ..111".21111".11_l1lil1li11111l1li11111111l1li111111"!II" !!! ""I!HIII
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,Question: We manf./actul'e electric
motor traction drtves jor locomo-
tives, ,including the driving pinion
and its mating driven gear. We kave
experienced some pro'blems related
to the backlash in the gear set when
put into final assembly. Call you
examine our gear data and perhaps
give us some idea what may be eaus»
ing the problem? The pinion is 18
teeth and the gear is 64 teeth,
2.11667 np (12 moduie), 20° PA, of
spur configuration. The pinion and
geu.ral'e both made 0/ aUoy steel,
surface-hardened, fully ground en
the entire form and operatillg on a
center distance 0/ /9,.4094-19.4252"
(493.0-493.4 mm). All the geometric
gear dQu~are illcillded ,on the gear
prints submitted. Also, now .is back-
las/r measured?
N. R ...Krishnan, Crompton Greaves
Ltd., Bombay. India

SHOPFLOOR
William Janninck replies: The spe-

cific details of the backlashproblem
are not identified, so we willhave to
give some general answers.

Complaints concerning backlash in
a gear set can be divided into two
main categories-c-too little backlash
and too much. Too little backlash is
the most common complaint. A sub-
category of this complaint is negative
backlash, which causes a bind or
pinch during the rotation of the set.
This cannot be allowed, because it
could cause severe loading onthe
gear teeth and the supporting struc-
ture, including the case, shafting and
bearings .. This can occur when the
gears have excess runour, and while
lash occurs at the low area of runout,
a jam may occur when the gears are
rotated to tile high point of the runout.

In situations with too much back-
lash in the set, jams or binds do not
occur. but noise or clatter may be
introduced, and, depending on the
application, room may be provided



for impacting if load are reven ed.
Excess lash can also. be tile cause 'of
lowering the gear-tooth beam strength
and reducing lite gear wear life.

In investigating the first backla lJ
problem. a study is made to see what
the minimum lash in the set might be.
This is done by modeling the set
using the lowest allowed center dis-
tance based 0.11 the solerance and the
highest allowed gear and pinion tooth
thicknesses, The resulting minimum
backlash inrhe given set is .009"
(.228 mm) by Lhis modeling.

Modeling, however, is based on
beth gears inthe set being perfect in
all respects. If some allowance is
made forthe .003" (.077 mm) gear

runout telerance.plus some mounting
error, it is po sible that the actual
minimum la h might be reduced
nearly to zero. This could only OCcur
if the gear and pinion size were
biased totally to the high limlt.and
the center distance were totally sitting
on the low hmit. Statistically this
seems highly unlikely.

Since thetolerance on center dis-
lance of .016" (.40 mm) and the toler-
ance on tooth thickness of .009" (.228
mm) is liberal, it would be wise to get
some inspection data on youii' produc-
Lion gear and boxes, especially on a
set under rejection, to. see where the
sizes lie iin the tolerance ranges and if
they are biased as mentioned above •.

-- - -

fig.1

Indi:cator

Fig.2

Visit
IMTS
Booth

N2-7383

TV MILES, IINIC"
:98'55 D,erby lLane

Weslchester. ill 1601154-3792
Plblone: 708/344-5480

FAX: l081344-0U7

I I
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SAVE WARRANTY COSTS WITH

DiamondBLACKe
A m 0 r p hat e c®C era m iC I

BENEFITS:

93-95Rc HARDNESS

LOW TEMPERATURE
Applied at under 250°F

AMORPHOUS STRUCTURE
Resists chipping. cracking & Peeling

HIGH ADHESION
Will not transfer

AFFINITY FOR LUBRICANTS

CHEMICAL RESISTANT
Impervious to most harsh

chemicals. acids and bases

UNIFORMITY
Surface repUcatlon with no build up

TEMPERATURE RESISTANT TO 2282°F

EXTREMELY THIN
(80 Millionths)

US & FOREIGN PATENTED

DiamondBLACK·coated ..,.,. baft
provided 7 tim. the Je. Ufe ft ... coated.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••• 11•••••

~\"II
~ DiamondBLACKe
... A m 0 r p hat. c· C • r aInl c I- -."". ...., ,
~III\\"

P. O. Box 190
100 Somerset Drive
Conover, NC 28613-0190
1-800-888-8988
FAX 704-822-4838
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or even if they are out of limits ..This
wiU surely expose the source of the
problem. It is difficult to speculate
without knowing anything morepe-
cific, but one possible solution is to
reduce the high tooth thickness by
.004-.005" (. [02-.1 27 mm). This
would give more Jashallowance, and
it might eliminate the problem ..

By similar rnodelccrnputation, the
maximum lash was ..'04]" (L04 mm).
This maximum amount seems reason-
able for this paniculargear set

There are everal ways to measure
backlash. The first and quickest is to

mount up the gears and spin them
through mesh, turning enough times
to assure that all teeth 'of pinion and
gear eventually engage. If they bind
somewhere. then there is zero or neg-
ative lash, and 'the set is rejected. If
they spin free, then some measure of
the actual lash can be obtained by

LASIH ICAN IBiE MIEASURED

BY SHIMS, ~EELE.RGAGES,

'OR A DliAL INDICAT'OR.
using shims or feeler gages (see Fig.
1). The highe t and lowest shims that
fit are a measure of the lash.

Asman died indicator can also be
used to put. a value on the lash. While
the indicator is touching against a
gear-tooth flank and the mate is
locked on rotation, the gear is jogged
back and forth. lind the indicator is
read for the lash with that tooth pair in
mesh ( ee Fig. 2). As with the shims,
this hasto be done for a number of
different mesh positions. and a high
and low value will be found.

Inestablishing the minimum back-
lash, you must include allowances for
the runout to be expected in each
gear,as well as some provision for
other factors, suchas operating tem-
perature and lubricaring films. I.



T'URN ¥O,UR'
"'R'ElIIIIJ aEl,R'~~

AR'O'UND
WITH OUR COMPOSITE

GEAR
,ANAlYZE RID'

PC'..,20' eGA
II RE-ENGINEERED FROM RIGID SEASONED CASTINGS

II HIGH PRECISION MASTER SP,INDLE .ASSEMBLY
II VARIABLE SPEED AND DIRECTIONAL SELECTION
II ADJUSTABLE CHECKING PRESSURE
II PC BASED COMPUTERIZED CONTROLS
!! USER F,RIENDLY SOFNVARE
• GEAR ANALYSIS PROGRAMS
• STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL
• CUSTOMIZED PROGAAMMING AVAILABLE

ANALYZED RESULTS,:
TOTAL COMPosrrE VARIATION

[M' MAXIMUM TOOTH TO TOOTH
COMPOSITE VARlAT,lON
TEST RADIUS
RUNOUT

YOUR ,REO' LIN'E,R NEVER
TOLD YOU THE COMPLETE STORY

NOW YOU WilL GET EVERY DETAIL.
l' 00 IRiver Street

Springfield, vr 05 J 56,
802-885-91' 76
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You Can Just listen
or

You Can Experience and Learn
WHY NOT HAVE IT ALL?

atAGMA's

1994 GEAR
MANUFACTURING

SYMPOSIUM
October 9-11, 1994

Cincinnati,.OH

Exc.itingNew Format:
State-of-the-Art Presentations and

Six Interacuve Problem-Solving Sessions

American Gear Manufacturers Association
1500 King Street, Suite 201, Alexandria, VA 22314-2730

Ph: (703) 684-0211 Fax: (703) 684-0242
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CNCGear and
H,ob Iinspection Service
Process Industries, a leader in the manufacture of Custom
Gears, is now offering a gear and hob inspection service,

Using the state-of-the-art M & MGear Analyzer allows
geometrical analysis of gear characteristics as well as
diagnosis and troubleshooting of gear problems.

Gear Ins,pectioll Includes:
Profile (Involute) Form
Tooth Alignment (Lead)
Tooth Spacing Variation
Pitch Une Run-out
Evaluation
Outside Diameter Run-out

Let us help you prove the quality of your gears or hobs.
2 day inspection standard.
Rush Inspection provides 24 hour turn around.

Hob !lllspectioll Includes:
Flute Lead
Thread Lead
Pressure Angle
Sharpening

Please call8C)()!·860c1631 today, for more infannation!r. 3S60 N. River Roacl

I Schiller Park" IL 60176

iProcess Industrl'es ::~~i~~~~16311

!I
,I
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American Gear Manufacturers Association
1500 King Street, Suite 201,. Alexandria, VA 22314-2730

Ph: (703) 684-0211 Fax: (703) 684-0242
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Need A Way to
Jumpstart Your Imagination?

Get Your Creative Juices Going Again?

AGMA has the Answer!

THE 1994 FALL
TECHNICAL MEETING

October 24-26, 1994
St. Louis, MO

Hear Innovative Papers from
Top Design Engineers

Take Part in a Research Panel Discussion I:

Do Your Company - And Yourself'+ A Favor
Can AGMA TODAY!

CIRCLE A·36 on !READER REPLY CARD'
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1Dr .......
culling tools to
fit anybavel
gear cutting
machines.

8MllradltkJn of offertng onty the best In gear
cuntno. Uburrlno and finishing machinery,
the qually found in our line 01 cutting tools
equals or exceeds aU competitors.

All GMI bevel gear tools offer the same
high precision and high performance as
OEM tools. only at a significant savings!
Our tools use high-tenSile steel to increase
their resistance to wear and increase the
volume of material removed between
sharpening operations.

Strict manufacturing specficatlons on
process and heat treatment guarantee high
Quality throughout the tool1i1e. Excellent
tooth finish is ensured by preclslon
machining and superior control of surface
finish. And to ensure that all tools meet GMI
standards. they are all tested using state-of-
the-art control processes.

GMI bevel gear tools -me best value
available in modern high precision bevel gear
cutting tools.

GMI offers a wide variety of modem high precision bevel gear
cutting tools, with the GMI Quality that exceeds our competitors.

-- ---

GMt gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.

GMI
6708 Ivan dale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence. OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
ClRCL.E A-57 Oil READER SERV,ICE CARD



.•.-KES ALL ITHESE - -_CHI ESSO
IE, PRO:DUCTIVE, ND 'VERS~-ILIE?

WHAT
ACC!'

F EI

eNC GRINDIING WHEEL IPROFIUER

,ACCltRATE· To within t .0001' of programmed dimen-
Sion, with repeal acwracy to within .OOOOS'.ExIra proo-
511111 roller beanng ways, pre-loaded roller screws an~
optical Tinear encoders. as well as superior deSIgn and
constructIOn, give tM FORMASTEA the ability to holdl
inspection gage accuracy.

ARODIlC'RVE - No tempJ81es or &pedal diamond rolls ara
needed, so lead nmss and tOOling inventones are reduced.
Most forms can be programmed and dressed in, ready to
grind In 3D 10 45 minutes. Refreshing IIle form between
grinding passes IS aC(:Qmplis~ in seconds.

VERSA11LE • Can be usell with single point dia.monds or
with opbonal rotary diamond wheel atlaclllMnL Near1y any
form can be dressed QUickly, ,eaSily and accurately.

DURABLf· Ha.rd seals are closely fmed and are !!Ir
purged 10 lotally exchloo conta.minaf on. Sealed servo
motors, automatic lub.ri-carion and totally ,enclosed encod·
ers minimize downtime and ensure long service hfe.

T,el: (810) 349-2644 I Fax: (810) 349-1!440
For information or to arrange a demonstrationMADE IN U.S.A
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Provides actual over
ball/pin measure-
ment of any helical
or spur gear or
spline without the
need of costly
setting masters,

Provides vita] S.P:C.
information.

CAPACITY:
9" O.D~
8" I.D.

CIRCLE A·38 'on READER SERVICE CliLRD'

8511QHIIlI PIKE. CINCINNAfII, OHm 45245,. PH ,(513)'752-6lIII0'. FAX (5131752·5599
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Callbld.
G.rln.lng
'Consistency
Tha,t'.
Really
coon

Coolier Carbide Gdnding
Ernst Winter & Son, Inc.,
introduces its Reptil la'P'
grinding wheel, offering supe-
rior consistency for greater
process control, less mainte-
nance and less downtime in
the toolroom. Its unique
bonds provide cooler grinding
and longer life for dry grind-
ing carbide on standard tool
and cutter grinders. Specs on
available wheels included in
new flyer.
Ernst Winter & Son, Inc.
Cal.1 (803) 834·4145.
CIRCLE READER SERVICE #39

starp Mird;

90lrp lOoIs

IBroaching Technol'og:y
Detroit Broach Company
offers a brochure explaining
efforts to provide the latest
broaching technology at the
most competitive prices. Cer-
tified by the leading names
in manufacturing, Detroit
Broach has a commitment to
quality products and service;
designing, manufacturing,
resharpening, remanufactur-
ing, troubleshooting or con-
sulting. Please send for
FREE brochure or call (800)
383-6978.
CIRCL'E READER SERVICE # 43

Inducti'on Systems
Contour Hardening, Inc.
defines a good gear as a three-
legged stool - that is. a gear
that equally possesses total
gear strength, proper hardness
and microstructure, and dimen-
sional stability. Only MICRO-
PULSE@ can satisfy all three
legs of the mechanical proper-
ties stool simultaneously and
without. compromise. Call us at
(317) 876-1530 for Application
Development, Contract Pro-
ces ing in our plant or a. com-
plete MICRO PULSE System.
CIRCLE READER SERVICE 142

~
SPC WmbiAhoIlll
Ptov1do
Quality &>h>lJon,

I<>rWOOd,a".,
Monulocturirq

Optimized Gear Checking:
Bl'ack & Decker drops gauge
R&R from 87% to below
19%. Their Metrscope TQC
Gear Chek application,
designed to complement
Metrscope's SPC Worksta-
tion.w optimizes gear check-
ing, and improves quality and
speed of production up to
95%. Metrscope's SPC Work-
stations and TQM software:
Call (803) 458-3232 Fax:
(803) 234-4852.

CIRCLE READEiFiI SERVIICE #40'
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ULTRA Precision Toolling
.00012" (3J.1m) or less is tile
total indicated runout for the
Hydraulic Chucks and Arbors
shown in this new Schunk
Intec catalog. Schunk arbors
are commonly used in gear
manufacturing and testing
applications, and Schunk
chucks are used in a wide
array of applications, from
boring to milling, where accu-
racy and tool life must be opti-
mized. For more information
or to receive a free catalog,
call I.-800-772-4865.
CIRCLE REA'DER SERVICE #41

IPiliar Industries
Pillar Industries has been sup-
plying standard and custom
induction heating systems for
all segments of industry. The
recently published 8-page
brochure details Pillar's capa-
bi lities in a wide range of
applications, including heat
treating, brazing and shrink
fitting. Call (800) 558-7733.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE ;1# 46
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On-The·Job Training

for Entry-L,evel lieat Treaters
;:"-'II_Iit>c.pWII __

~.-q!I_MI~_""""
..... liIIiriDi.lpdcll'~~II!MiIM_
""' ...... _ ...... ~iWo~~ooi;Itn«taf'Mr_' __ QiIP!!In

IItN~M!L_II.""~CIII"---
Video~Train Heat.lireaters
Introducing On-the-lob Train-
ing for Entry-Level Heat
Treaters. A heat treating shop
can be a challenging place tor
the novice. This 5-videotape
series from ASM International
covers the basics in real-world
terms. They're easy to under-
stand and only $49.95 each.
To order, call Carol at
1-800·336·5152, ext. 632

CIRCLE REA.DEA SERVICE # 44

THE MODEl EC-3500

Gear Honing Machine
The new Sunnen EC-3500
Honi.ng Machine is a perfect
choice for sizing and finishing
bores in gears of all types and
sizes. ]I can hone gears and
other parts twice as fast as
previous honing machines
with better bore geometry.
including excellent bore-to-
face squareness. Send for bro-
chure to Tom Deehr, Sunnen
Products Co., 7910 Manches-
ter, St. Louis, MO, 63143. Ph:
(800) 325-3670.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE # 45



SERVICE
,

PFAUTER·MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP

• HOB SHARPENING

• SHA VlNG CUTTER GRINDING

• T.I.N. COATIN(. SERVICE

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE

I'FAUTER-MA_'G' tiTTING TOOLS
1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950

Loves Park, II 61132-2950
Phone (815) 877-8900

,

Fax (815) 877-0264
!

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVleES

• Cost effective gear toothgri,llding
specialists

.' 6,ear manufacturers are our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 27.5" P.O., 3.5 D. P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with

Certified Gear Inspection Eq,uipment I

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC, '
,23 Dick Road Depew, NY 14043

Phone (716) 684-3811
IFax (716) '684·7717'
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Contour Induction l
Hardening ,Sp'e'ci:alis,ts

Spu!, helicaJ and bevel gears
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 3 NATCO submerged
process machines and 4 AJAX
CNC-contruilled g:ear scanning
machines, We can also tool to
meet any production need,
Write fora free' brochure.

Amerh:an Metal Tlrealingl Company
1043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland.OH 44103

(216) 431-4492
Fax: (216)431-1,508

KLINGELNBER'G
HOB SHARPENERS

• Remanufacturiag/Rebuilding

I

• Programmable Control Retrofits
I• Updated Hydraulic Systems

i
• Field Service Repairs

GEAR INSflECT[ON EQUIPMENT
• Calibration/Certificatioa

• Field Service Repairs

PRODUCTION HOB SHARPENING
ELTECH Inc. e>~9841 York Alpha Drive
N, Royalton, OH 44133
Phone: (216) 582-8195
Fax: (216) 582-8226
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Rates: Line Classified - $37.50 per line. 8 lines per inch. $300 minimum. Classified Dis-
play- peT inch (3" rnin.): IX - $170,3X - $160, 6X - $150. Type will be setto adver-
tiser's layout, or Gear Technology will set type at no exira charge.
Payment: Full payment must accompany cia sified ads. Send check or
Visa/Masterf'ard/American Express number and expiration date to: Gear Technology, P. O.
Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission OJl

classifieds. Materials Deadline: Ads must be received by the 25th ofthe month, two months
prior to publication. Acceptance: Publi her reserves the right to accept or reject classified
advertisements at his di cretion.
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EQUIPMENT

Step up to the powerful, versatile Quadra-
Chek family of DROs and start getting
the :m051out of your measuring equip-
ment. World' large I OEM supplier of
DROs, only Mcrronlcs can give you the
power and versatility ofthis full line, with
all its options.

~
~ETRaNICS

COM]'~ TERIZE YOUR
COMPOSITE GEAR CHECKERS

AND COMPARATORS

Quality Service
Cal ibration - Certification

ATIONAL METROLOGY
r---w( II Stagecoach Lane
~ Sunapee, NH 03782

TEL (603) 763-5881 FAX 3058
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HELP WANTED

MANUFACT RING ENGINEERING
MANAGER

Growing SE Michigan gear company
with excellent reputation has opening
for an experienced technical profession-
al, Duties include new gear processing,
cost estimating and prove-out of neces-
sary tooling, and machinery. Responsi-
ble for machine/tool purchase, ma:inte-
nance and rebuild program. Ten year
related experience in high-volume spur
and helical gears preferred. Excellent
growth potential and compensation.
package. Send resume and salary
requirements in strict confidence to:
President
P.O. Box 1497
Southfield. Ml 48037
EOE

DlKECTOR OF SALES AND M'AR.K"E1TG:
$200,000 Pkg. Gear Machinery
MANAGER OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEER.
lNG, $60K. Gcur Design 1I Plus,
MANUFACl'URINGENGINEER, $45,000
QUAU1'Y DIRE l'OR, S60.O!XI+. 20 in depanmem,
Automotive Supplier.
COnl'C! ....nn Hunsucker Godwin, Excel Associates,
P. O. Box 520. Cordov a, TN 380118 0'
Call (501) 735-6352 or FAK (:5Q]) 735-'6860



GEAR TOOLING COMPUTER AIDS

:G:EAR CUTTINiGI TOOLS
I

"On the shelf inventory"

I
DIAMETRAL & MOD'ULE

-HOSS
• SHAPER GUTTERS

1DP and finer
Made to AGMA standard

SPECIAL MADE TO ORDER TOOLS
-H08S

·SHAPER CUTTERS
-SHAVING GUTTERS

-FORM RELIEVED .INVOLUTE
MILLING CUTTERS

BARIT 11NT,ERN.ATIONALCORPORATION
I 3384 COMMERCIAL AVE.

NORTHBROOK, IL USA 60062-1909
TEL: 708-.272-8128 FAX: 708-272-8210

FO'R OVE:R TEN YEA:RS

THE LEADING SOFlWAREFOR

THIE iDES.IGN AND ANALYSliS

O:FSPUR AND HELICAL GEARS

FREE.DEMOS AVAIlABLE

GEARiECH SOFTWARE. INC,
1011 POMONA A.VENUE

ALBANY,CA94706
(51 OJ52.4-0668
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Compl,et.e your Ge'sr Te,chno,logy '1Ii,bra.ry now.

Single issues and complete yearly sets of back issues are avail-

in your gear information library.

able now. Don't miss this opportunity to fill in the missing issues

Single issues mailed to

U.S. Addresses - $9.00 Canadian Addresses - $10.00
Other Addresses - $16.00

Special price on complete yearly sets
u.s. Canadian other

Address Address Address

1984 (3 issues) $20.00 $22.50 $36.00

1985,86,87,88,90, $40.00 $45.00 $72.00
91, 92, 93 (6 issues)

1989 (5 issues-no Mar/Apr) $35.00 $40..00 $67.00
--------

GEAR SOFTWARE
.. DESIG!NI

Spur & helical gears

• TOOL GEOMET!RY
Hnhs, shaper cutters,
Shavers, and grinding wheels

.. MANUfACTURING· 8; INSPE.CTmN
Complete setup data for cutting,
grinding, finishing, & checking

ASK FOR A D'EMO 'DISK

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SERVIICE
- 2801Ridge Avenue

Rockford, Illinois 61103
Fax/Phone (8151 963·1760

'CIRCLIE A-55 on READER !REPL Y CAIRO

Fill out the order form below to get your back issues now.

Send me the following individual back issues:

Send me the following complete sets:

01984 01985 01986 01987 01988

01989 01990 01991 01992 01993

My check for $ is enclosed

OCharge my VISAlMG/AMEX card No. _

Expiration Date -L. _

Signature _

Send to the following address

Name _

Address _

City State _

Country Postal Code _

Mail completed form and payment to

Gear Technology
P. O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009
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I CALENDAR
SEPT. 11-14
ASME 1994 Design Technical Con-
ferences and International. Computers
in Engineering Conference. Hyatt
Regency Hotel, Minneapolis, MN.
Contact ASME, (2~2) 705-7788 or
fax (212) 705-7856.

SEPT. 12-1f'j" NOV ..14-18
A'GMA Training School for Gear
Manufacturing. Daley College,
Chicago, IL. Hands-on training for
shaping, hobbing and inspection.
Contact A'GMA,. (703) 684-0211 or
fax (7.03) 684-0242.

SEPT. ]4-1,6
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
two-day seminar. "Bevel 'Gear Sys-
tems .." The Center for Continuing
Engineering Education, Milwaukee,
WL Aimed at beginning to intermedi-
ate engineers who design, specify or
use bevel gear systems. For more OCT. 2·6

vibration control, shape control, noise
suppression and damage detection as
they apply to automobiles, spacecraft.
civil systems and other technologies.
For information on downlink sites,
contact ASME. (212) 7.05-74H ..

CIHOOSE TH:E GEAR INSPECTION SYSTEM
THAT WQ'RKS IBEST' FOR YOIU

information call UW-Milwaukee, ASM International Materials Week
(4]4) 227-3125. '94 and 15th Heat Treating Confer-

ence. Rosemont. O'Hare Expo Center.
SEPT. 14-H'i, Rosemorn (Chicago), U... For more
Ohio State University .. Short Course .inforrnation call ASM International,
on 'Gear Noise. Robinson Laboratory, (216) 338-5151.
OSU campus. Lectures, case histo-
ries.Iab demos. For more information OCT. 9"-11
contact Carol Bird at asu, (614) AGMA 22nd Annual Gear Manufac-
292-3204. turing Symposium. The Westin

Hotel, Cincinnati, OH. Technical
SEPT. 28 training and papers on a wide range
ASME interactive broadcast confer- of gearing subjects, plus a new rea-
ence, "Smart Structure and Materi- ture, interactive problem-solving ses-
als." The National Technological sions .. For more .i.nformati'oll can
University Network, ] I. :00 a.ra to A'GMA, (70'3) 684-0211 or fax. (703)
4:30 p.m. EST. Topics include active 684-0'242.

If you run a small to medium-size gear manu-
facturing company,. the RC-400 Series could
be your best choice. lilt can help you speed
up your 'inspection process. Lower your re-
jection rate. Reduce your manufacturing

costs. Even improve the quality of
your product Perhaps it can give you

the competitive edge
you've been looking lor!

To learn rnnre, calli,
write, or FAXtoday!

5& GE ....F! TEC!-!NOLOGY

The RC-400 SERIES
• Fast, Accurate Measurement-

Spacing/Index, !lead,
lnvclute Profile

• State-of-the-art, 4-Axes System
• Easy-to-use-IBM-Based
• Cost-Effective, Affordable
• Checks Gears, Splines,

Hobs, and More
• Small Footprint

Technology That Works....for You!
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Our family of
gear machines

shares a name-

Sophisticated cutting
mechanisms give you
high productivity for
gear shaping needs up
to 1meter diameter.

and a whole
lot more.

8C1ICNC IIC4ICNC
1C1SCNC GC83CNC
GC20CNC GC100CNC
SCHCNC SB-H18CNC
GC30CNC

Get high precision gears Cut gears up to 450 mm
-up to 1meter-with fast,with simple set up
our gear hobbers-fast and conversational

programming on our
gear shavers.

Our highly precise
grinders give you gears
that meet the highest
world-class standards.

The most complete family of gear cutting machines
share Mitsubishi machine construction, Mitsubishi
software. and common controls. For the fastest
CNC learning curves and the highest quality gears,
contact your Mitsubishi representative today .

.-. . .•._ 'MIIITSUB!ISHIThis IS ....... M!ACHIINE 'TDDILB
MHI Machine Tool U.S,.A., tne,
907 W. IrVIng. Park Road -itasca, IL 60143-2023
Phone. (708) 860-4222. FAX· (708) 860-4233
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SF Grinders

~----onal Broachwlorks
you I tough gear'app

_10 belp you ring up moreprofits t,1.1r,(JIUll!D ...... r
~._11I Broach, an industry leader in

...... • .. ishing arena, now offers a,
e of gear manufacturing

tools.
g through honing, using

IIIiInufacturing[ Red 'Ringa '

~-~ our quality-award-winning
:-ailirillfli.hing tools, the full Red Ring

machines is backed by our
_'~~'i._,AR.to total customer support.

let us show you, just give us a,ring.

GEARING tus WORLD FOR TOMORROW

48044· Phone: 3B~263~0100' Fax:3,13~263~4,571




